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Uni.versity of Central Florida/Orlando ·

Tuition incre,a,.,se left in limbo
by Tim Ball

FUTURE STAFF WRITER
.,

Students in Florida's State University System
face the possibility of tuition increases amounting
to 40 percent over the next three years, if Governor
Bob Graham has his way.
The only thing standing between Graham and
such an increase is the state legislature. The Future
spoke with several local legislators this week to see
how they feel about the governor's proposed tuition increases.
State Representative Richard Crotty, currently
sitting on the Higher Education Committee, said
he has not yet made a decisfon as to how he would
vote on the governor's proposal if it were to come

Student's ·should be
paying 20 percent of
the cost.
- GOV. BOB GRAHAM

up today. He did note, "There's a strong case that
can be made in favor of it (an increase)." Crotty
said that making students pay a greater share of
their education is a good idea in principle.
Graham's proposal calls for students to pay 20 percent of the total cost of their education, which

would mean about a $100 increase in tuition per
year for the next two years.
Figures from the Governor's office indicate that
the national average portion of tuition which
students pay is about 24 percent. The Board of
Regents, the university system's governing body,
estimates that students already pay 23.7 percent of
costs.
Crotty did point out some flaws he sees in the
governor's plan. "Once again," he said, "the governor has decided to pick on the little guy." Crotty
also said that Florida's universities should be accessible to everyone and "When you increase tuition, you're going to cut off access to the universities for ·a segment of the population."

SEE LEGISLATORS, PAGE 5

DOT· to study Alafaya for improvement
Relief for
commuters

Area to Qet
a new look

by Mike Rhodes

by Mike RhOdes

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Relief for troubled commuters
along Alafaya Trail won't come for at
least 5 years and the problems may
never be totally alleviated. So says
the Florida Department of Transportation as they unveiled their long
term plan to improve the busy roadway.
The DOT held an open hearing
TUesday evening to discuss the
widening of Alafaya Trail with
residents and concerned citizens. The
hearing was primarily designed to explain in detail the state's project and
get feedback from those effected. by
it.
Completion of the project could
take 25 years and, in fact, could never
come about according to Henry
Fuller, the project manager. Funds
I for the $18 to $20 million project have
yet to even be identified and Fuller
expressed doubts that they even
would be. "We can't say how much
money we'll have that far down the
line,'' said Fuller.
As reported in last week's issue of
The Future, the DOT presently plans
to improve Alafaya from State Road
50 (Colonial Drive) to three-tenths of
a mile north of University Blvd., just
past Westinghouse.
Construction is slated to begin in
July of 1988 on the first phase of the
Alafaya project. The DOT should
have Alafaya Trail four-laned by late
in 1989 or early in 1990, adding in its
wake at least one or two new four-way
intersections with traffic lights intended to control the more than
20,000 cars which travel along

A traffic light at the UCFWestinghouse entrance. Another at
the entrance to the Central Florida
Research Park. Left turn signals. Turning lanes. Such things are music to
the ears of most students and staff at
UCF, but they are not priorities to
the Florida Department of Transportation.
All that could be changing,
how~ver, but still not within the next
few years. ·
As a result of the widening project
on Alafaya Trail, UCF and the surrounding area will take on a whole
new look.
Aside from the obvious impact of
the project on the area, several major
changes will be made, especially in
the area near the Research Park.
SEE ALAFAYA, PAGE 5
Jeff Glick/Future

Alafaya from S. R. 50 to University
Blvd. daily.
Fuller said that currently the EastWest Expressway Commission is considering terminating the Expressway
extension at the south end of Alafaya
and temporarily putting aside plans
for the total beltway extension. This
would drastically effect traffic conditions, bringing an estimated 45,000
cars on to Alafaya between the expressway an S.R. 50 alone.
Over the next 25 years, however,
the · DOT expects the impact of increased population, high-tech industry growth, and growth at UCF,
to necessitate a complete interchange
system at the intersection of S.R. 50

and Alafaya. .
The interchange. would feature
overpasses, multi-faceted turning
lanes and all the workings ~f other
much larger intersections in the
metro-Orlando area. Two types of interchange systems are being considered. It either one were to become a
reality, several businesses . .1ear the intersection would have to be· plowed
under, including a Wendy's Hamburgers which is set to be built on the
southwest corner of the intersection.
The interchange aspect of the project
is not financially possible at this time.
Even if i~ were feasible, the project
would not be completed until the year
2010.

Jett Glick/Future
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Sixty high school musicians from
15 area secondary schools will p esent the season's first concert by the
Florida Youth Wind Ensemble and
Jazz Lab on M?rch 17 at UCF.

0

I
I
March 18 at 7 p m, there wlll be a
free program titled "A Night of Russia Music and Poetry" at the Music
Rehearsal Hall. Members of the
Florida Symp hony will perform
along with students and faculty
from UCF and Russian students from
loca l a rea
hig h
sc h oo ls.
Refreshments wlll be served following t e program.

O K IG
T o weeks in England, with the op..
portunity to study and travel, are
ahead this summer for those who
sign up for the "Knights in England"
program led by Ors. Bill a nd Mary
Esler of UCF.

The Jazz Lab, under the direction
of John Whitney, will perform a
variety of works in the jazz-pop
medium. Works by Delio, Joio, Grainger, Rachmaninoff and Wagner
will be p resented by t e wind
ensemb le directed by Jerry Gardner.
The free concert gets under way
at 7:30 p.m. in t e Student Center
Auditorium.

The Society of Professional Journalists, SDX, has formed a new
chapter a t UCF. All jounalism,
b roadcast, and Ad/PR majors and
minors ore invited to join. Here is
your b ig chance to purchase one of
those rare collector's item SDX
t-shirts. The first event on the SOX
calender is a speech by The Orl a n·
do Sentine l's Columnist Rob Morse.
Morse will speak a t the Morch 27th
meeting. For more information on
joining, coll Ric hard True tt a t
275-2601 or Ron Smith at 275-2843.

The group will spend July 9-22 at
the Bulmershe College of Reading
with day trips to a region renowned
for its medieval villages and Celtic
and Roman ruins. For those who
wish to extend their visits in England,
or travel elsewhere in Europe, or- D D CE
R THO
rangements can be made.
. A dance marathon to benefit the
Morch of dimes will be held on
The cost of the p rogram is Sl,593, March 21. Forty-five couples from
which includes round trip airfare various Greek organizations wiJI parfrom Orlando, most meals and ticipate in the 12 hour event to be
ground tr_
a nsportation, and fees.:
held a t t h e St uden t Cen t e r

Additlona information on the tour
may be obtained by contacting Dr.
8111 Esler at 275-2427. Registration
deadline is Moy 1.

Auditorium. Anyone wishing to
become a sponsor, or contribute in
some other way, should contact
Salli Sanguiliano at 275-4452, or
Alice Stafford at 849-0790.

D E
The importance of reading in
merican life is the theme of a student essay contest sponsored by
the UCF llbra in recognition of Notional Library Week. The contest,
which is open to all UCF students,
will be judged by Rob Morse, columnist tor T
rlando entinel,
along with Beth Barnes, Jerome
Donnelly and Gerald Schiffhorst,
members of the UCF English faculty.

Prizes totalling $350 will be awarded to the three top entrants. Only
one essay per student may be
entered.
Entries will be limited to 1,000
words and must be submitted with a
completed entry form. Forms ore
a vailable at library. Deadline for the
contest is March 29. Winners will be
announced during National Library
Week, April 14-20, wit an award
ceremony scheduled on Aprll 19.
Additional information can be obtained by contacting Carol Cubberley at 275-2521 .
D PECIAL
S 0
The 1985 Very Special Arts Festival
for the handicapped is coming to
UCF on March 22. The event, which
features the work of children and
adults, will be displaying art from
five counties in central Florida. The
festival will toke place in the Education building from 9 o .m. to 2:30
p .m.

D THE T

0
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O Tuesd • Dr. Jack B. Rollins was
named as the ne dean of UCF's
College of Arts
Sciences. Rollins
was selecte fro 20 candidates
tor the position at UCF's largest college. Rollins was interim dean after
the departure of Dr. Ralp
Llewellyn.

D NA1v;v :1101JIND
The Navy Recruiting Office in
!Jacksonville recently announced
that UCF student James R. Hubel<
has been accepted as a uclear
Propu lsion Officer Cand idat e
(NUPOC). James is currently a computer engineering major and will
g raduate in April 1986.

According the avy press release,
UCF's engineering and science programs enjoy a lofty reputation with
the NUPOC selection committee.
The release cites the reputation as
"result of the high quality University
of Central Florida graduates who
hove entered he ovy Nuclear
Powe r Program over the past
several years."

Dr. Thomas . Mullin, a professor of
communicative disorders at UCF,
has developed a device to help
reconstructive nose surgery patients breathe easier. The vinyl
device - known as a nasal prosthesis - is intended to help any person who has undergone nose
surgery, including cosmetic surgery.
Since Dr. Mullin developed the
device, hundreds of people have
been helped by the device, many
of whom were referred to him by
physicians across the notion.

compiled by Ti,m Ball
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The ten man pledge class of
Sigma Chi made an effort to c ean
up Alafaya Troll last Saturday. Instead of throwing trash out the car
window, the p edges decided to
pick up the garbage along the
rood During the course of the afternoon, the makeshift sanitation
squad col acted 33 bogs of stic
stuff. s·gma Chi would like to
challenge other organizations to
follow suit.
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TUESDAY NIGHTS
"HOSPITAL TY IGHr'

THURSDAY
NIGHT

MONDAY
NGHT

Men get in FREE with 50¢
draft dll evening

ip·Shtick Contest
A Up-Sync Talent contest.
Big cash and prize awards.
Imitate your favorite recording star and win!
Contest open to all air bonds or indMdual
talents.
For details and entry contact lee Bamard
(Monday - Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
Call 851-3962

• BEAT THE QOCK
• LARGE SCREEN MONDAY NITE
• 98¢ ADMISSIO
• 8:00 P.M. FREE DRINKS
• 9:00 P.M. 50¢ DRINKS
• 10:00 P.M. $1.00 DRINKS

TUESDAY
NIGHT

Contest
1) Up Syncability
2) Originality
3) Costumes

• Sl .98 ADMISSION
• GENTLEMA 'S NIGHT
• FREE ENTRANCE FOR MEN
• 50¢ DRAFT BEER ALL NIGHT LONG

4) Showmanship
5) Audience response
6) Use of the microphone

ST PATRICKS DAY
PARTY

•
•

•
•

FUN & PRIZES
DRINK sl>EclALS

$100 FOR WEEKI.Y lST PLACE
AND THE CHANCE TO COME
BACK IN THE FINALS AT A LATER

• LADIES NIGHT
• LADIES DRINK FREE AT 8:00-9:00
• FRE~ ENTRANCE & FREE FROZEN OAQUIRtES

•

NIGHT BEFORE

SAT., MARCH 16

is judged by:

$$$ BIG CASH and PRIZES $$$

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT

HOURS:
MON.-THURS. 8P.M.·2A.M.
FRIDAY
6P.M.-2A.M.
SATURDAY _ 8P.M.-2A.M.

All hoteL attractions, restaurant,
nightclub servers and their datEt
get ff&odmission with employee
1.0. or recent check stub.
Balloon drop with CASH and PRIZES
inside at midnight

•

DATE FOR THE GRAND PRIZE OF

$1,000 cash

U.C.F. STUDENT 1/2 PRICE ENTRANCE 4893 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
MON.·THURS. WITH l.D.
Capacity For Over 1000 Party Goers Till 2 a.m.

CALL FOR OUR MANY NIGHTLY SPECIALS

PROPER DRESS REQUIRED

•

851•3962
•
•
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· Sttid911f5
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1earn about health at UCF

by Krys Fluker
FUTURE WRITER
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One of everybody's main concerns
(even if they won't admit it) is the
state of their health. Anyone who
stopped by the Student Center
Auditorium Tuesday had a chance to
find out about this vital subject and
have some fun at the 1985 UCF
Health Fair.
The fair consisted of 34 tables, staffed by 28 participant organizations .
Some of the participants were UCF
student organizations; others included the American Cancer Society and
Florida Hospital. The tables offered a
wide variety of health information of
interest to UCF students including
literature, displays and health screening and testing.

Joyce Doyner, the acting assistant
dean of the College of Health, helped
to coordinate the Heatlh Fair. She
said the response by students was
generally good,· though not as great
as hoped. One of the most popular exhibits, a computerized health assessment, was "busy all day". Other tests
offered included diabetic screening,
hearing, and a pulmonary function
test that entailed blowing into a tube
as long and as !Uird as possible-which
produced a lot of red-faced students.
Among the goals of the Health Fair
was to let students know if they had
any unsuspected. medical problems.
One of the tables presented by the
nursing program showed students
how to determine what percentage of
their body weight was fat, and how
they measured against the norm. This
produced quite a few unpleasant sur-

prises.
Janice Delahunty, who helped at
lhe blood pres.sure screening booth,
also had unwelcome news for some of
the students attending. "A few people found out their blood pressure was
a little... well, not really good," she admitted after the fair. Delahunty, a
senior in the nursing program and
president of the nursing student
organization at UCF, was one of the
many students that pitched in Tuesday. Annabel Lukens, a junior in the
Medical Technology program, was involved in the diabetic screening and
setting up the fair, felt that the event
benefitted the volunteers as much as
the attendees. "It was really a learn-ing experience.''
Doyner says there are no concrete
plans for the information compiled at
the fair. "We're going to try to find

3

fair

out now many were identified as having health problems, but there are no
formal arrangements.'' Most of the
tests were confidential.
Mental health was an important
concern at the fair. Such organizations as We Care and Mental Health
Services of Orange County presented
information on such common student
problems as suicide and depression.
Substance abuse was the subject of ·
three tables.
·
Other tables covered such diverse
topics as cancer warning signals,
home health care services, and the
Eye Bank. Almost everyone who participated learned something, said
Joyce Doyner. "It was mostly the
students ... they were really great."
She said that there are plans to hold
the event again next yea.r.

Technical writing conference bridges the gap
by Colleen Moore
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

A technical writing conference for students,
educators and industry members was held on campus Friday. Who cares? You should, according to
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Professor
Harry Shoff, who attended the conference.·
Students majoring in virtually anything will
benefit from learning how to do technical writing,
·Shoff said Friday. "I think more careers have been
stalled by sentence fragments than by not knoWing
how to do what you were trained to do," he said.
"You can be the best engineer in the world, but if
you write a report that says 'Me and Charlie want
to work on this project,' your bosses might say to
themselves, 'Maybe we should find someone else

for the job.' ''
" In many fields, as you move into middlemanagement, you'll find that you spend one-third
of your time doing what you were trained to do. The
other two-thirds will be spent reading or writing
reports, letters and memos," he added.
Technical writing is a necessary skill for many
people because it fills a gap left by today's English
courses, according to one of the speakers, Dr.
Thomas Pearsall of the University of Minnesota.
"English departments moved away from teaching
logic and rhetoric around the turn of the century.
They left those areas to the speech departments.
As a result, too many business reports today don't
state a purpose or reach a conclusion. Sometimes
the readers are on the second page before they find
out what the writer is writing about," he said. "The

LEGISLATIVE REPORT

Bills:
17-29 Extending the revisions date of bill 1724 (funding for the UCF New~ Club).
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker
Vote: Passed by acclamation

depth of this problem goes beyond grammatical errors," he added.
UCF visiting English instructor Sandra Miller,
who coordinated the conference, stressed the importance of knowing technical writing in an interview. "It wiffenhance your chances for promotion
and raises, and improve your communication
skills," she said. "All students can benefit, whether
they are majoring in engineering, biology, physics,
business or health-related fields."
. "I was a computer science major for two years,"
UCF student Karen Seberino said. "I decided to
change to a technical writing major when I found
out that there is a large demand for technical
writers." According to Miller, Orlando and Atlanta
are the centers of the southeast where high-tech
firms are hiring technical writers at a rapid rate.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ELE.CTIONS
Petitions available:
Declaration of ~andidacy:
Forum
Elections:

March 4
March 18,19
March 26,27
April 1,2,3

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS

17-31 Allocating $219.00 to the InterAmerican Students Association to attend a
conference in Washington, D.C.
Introducer: Sen. William Dietz
Vote: Passed 11y,3 n, 4 abstentions

16-19 The Student Body may call for a
referendum election upon the submission
of a petition. that has been properly signed
by at least 10 percent of the Student Body
as specified by statute.

17-32 Allocating $500.00 for the Jazz
Boosters Concert.
Introducer: Sen. Randy Blosser
Vote: Passed by acclamation

16-20 The vote on the proposed constitutional amendment(s) shall be held
during .the next regular Spring Student
Government Election. (This provides that
constitutional amendments shall be voted
on during Spring Elections every year).

17-33 Amending the Finance Code, chapter
801.05A (taking A&SF Funds of related service areas from area campuses).
Introducer: OAF Committee
Vote: Passed by acclamation

These amendments will a·ppear on the
ballots during spring elections.for Student
.Government, so read thern over carefully.

•
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New organization for hispanics at UCF
Affairs Coordinator for Minority Student Services, is closely involved with
the fledgling organization. He feels

by Krys Fluker
FUTURE WRITER

The student population of UCF is that "UCF as an institution is not
broadly diversified, with many equipped to meet all the students'
cultural and ethnic groups needs" and that this organization will
represented. One. of the most promi- benefit the entire student body. "(We)
nent is the Hispanic population. Now intend to make the Hispanic populathose students have an organization tion visible rather than invisible-acto assist them in their academic pro- tive rather than passive.'' He plans to
gress.
diversify the range of activities the
office has to offer, with an emphasis
The Office of Minority Student Ser- on Hispanic cultural contributions
vices has formed a Hispanic Student and differences.
Orgapization at UCF. Its purpose is
Dennis D.' Aloia, who currently at·
to help the 570 Hispanic students
tends
UCF and is a member of the
now enrolled at UCF and to educate
organization
is positive about the imthe public about Hispanic contribupact
that
the
group will have on
tions to our society and culture. The
at UCF. He points
Hispanic
students
organization is currently awaiting apout
that
if
there
is
a language proproval of its bylaws to begin serving
blem, studies will invariably suffer.
the Hispanic student body at UCF.
Jose R. Aleman. the new Student "If we help students as a group,

(there will be) more resources students feel hesitant about asking
questions in class, especially when
available."
everyone else obviously knows what's
One of the main concerns, express- being discussed. ''Too often,'' says
ed by both Aleman and D' Aloia, is Aleman, "we have formed a rigid imthat Hispanic students might feel age of what an American should
alienated by the stereotypical be-we should broaden our minds and
American culture. Cultural dif- understanding to accept others as
ferences al)d viewpoints are not they are.''
limited to language. As Aleman says,
''There is more to a person than a Students wishing to participate in
language. And there is more to a per· the new organization can do so by
son than his ability to communicate stopping by the Minority Student
in a particular way.'' Differences in Services Office (ADM 225). Meetings
viewpoint can lead to misunderstan- are currently held every Tuesday, but
ding. Aleman points out that after the organization is fully approvstudents in Latin countries view ed meetings will be held every other
educators as above the question-and- Tuesday. Membership is open to all
answer, thrust-and-parry style that Hispanic students at UCF and
many American classrooms exhibit. anyone interested in learning about
Hispanic students see such conduct Hispanic culture. "We are stressing
as disrespectful, but they are penaliz- an outreach program," says Aleman.
ed by American educators for a lack "We must understand the importance
of participation. Many Hispanic of diversity."

UCF to undergo reaccreditation·process
by Krys Fluker
FUTURE WRITER

Accreditation is something no one
thinks about much. Students
automatically assume that the school
that they attend has accreditation,
but this isn't always the case, and a
diploma from a non-accredited school
just isn't worth very much in the job
market today. Even state universities

have to be considered before accreditation is granted.
UCF is currently accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools. However, every 10 years the
university must be re-evaluated to retain accreditation. A team from the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools will be visiting UCF to
evaluate the university for reaccreditation March 17-20.
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools is responsible for

maintaining overall academic quality
of member institutions. Unlike the
various professional organizations
which have accredited individual colleges and departments, the association concerns itself with all the facets
of a school. There is a set of standards
that each school must meet, and the
job of the team is to decide whether or
not UCF meets them. One of the
things the team will be doing to determine this is· conducting informal interviews with administration, facul-

ty, staff and possibly students.
Dr. Pete Rautenstrauch of the Institute of Self-Study at UCF thinks
the visit isn't anything to be concerned about. ~ However, he says,
"Students should not be surprised if
someone sits down next to them and
says, 'Can we visit a while?'."
This is UCF's first time for reaccreditation. The school became a
candidate in 1968 and recieved initial
accreditation in 1974.
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SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT EASY TO DRIVE!
1985

WITH THE PURCHASE ·o F ANY NE·w

CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

FREE:
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Extended Service Plan

The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract bet·
ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against unexpected repair costs on an extensive list
of majorcomponents, and lets you drive with peace of
mind.

24 MONTH

•
•

or

·COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE

24,000 MILE

·.Maximum Coverag·e Plan
•
•
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COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER
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•
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Development threatens black hammock

•

by Colleen Moore
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
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A vast natural ecosystem north of Oviedo· with
rare plants from around the world is threatened by
home development and the possible extension of
the East-West Expressway through the area.
The Spring hammock, located on the west side of
Lake Jessup, is a low, marshy area with rare tulip
trees and other vegetation which would not survive
if the state decides to build the expressway
through it. Various groups such as the League of
Environmental Educators and people with the Sanford Zoo are trying to encourage the state to build
the expressway over Lake Jessup, rather than
around it.
"This would eliminate cutting down a great
number of trees that help preserve the area,"
Seminole County Nature Center teacher W.A .
Moore said. "It would probably cost more initially
to build a bridge over the lake," Moore continued.
"but in the long run, it would be less costly to maintain a bridge. A highway around the lake would
have to be raised up to avoid being flooded during
heavy rain or hurricanes. It would be likely to sink
dovln eventually, and the state would have to have
it built up with sand again. A highway around the
lake would also increase the driving distance between Sanford and Oviedo. The bridge would mean
· having to drive four to seven fewer miles than if

you went around the lake.''
It is not certain when a final decision will be
made about whether to build the expressway over
or around the lake, Moore added.
Home building threatens the delicate, natural
balance that enables the Black Hammock to survive, according to UCF biology professor Dr. I.
Jack Stout. The Black Hammock stretches from
the south side of Lake Jessup to the north side. It is
about 15 square miles in area. "It is a sensitive environment, not easy to build in,'' Stout said.
"People living out there would have to use septic
tanks which could eventually pollute the water supply," Stout ·said. "They are also permitted to drill
their own wells. The more people encroach the area,
the more the normal function of the water will be
upset. The land is being built up out there, and that
will ultimately destroy most of the hammock."
There are many other areas that could be used for
building, according to Stout. ''There are many old
orange groves in this area that have been frozen
out. They could be used," he said .
The tulip trees on the west side of Lake Jessup
are the southernmost location of them in North
America. The same is true of the box elder maple. A
UCF biology class made a · trip to the area and
found specimens of the red flower buckeye, the rare
shoestring fern, and the whisk fern. There are some
species of mosses in the area that are the only ones
to be found in Florida. All of these plants are not

LEGISLATORS

native to this region of the country. How, then, did
they get here?
The seeds for the plants are distributed through
the wind or by animals. They are able to survive in
these hammocks because of a special combination
of circumstances, according to UCF biology professor Dr. Henry Whittier. "The soil is rich, the
land has not been developed, Lake Jes sup is close
by, and there is a large border of uncut trees around
the lake,' ' he said.
"The lake acts as a heat basin for the area,"
graduate assistant Butch Neal said. "It takes
longer for water to cool than air, so the hammock
tends to be warmer than the surrounding area in
the winter. This makes it possible for those plants
to survive, even though they are not native to this
area. Developers prefer well-drained land, which
would change the heat sink effect," he added.
Florida Southern College has bought 20 acres of
the Black Hammock in a preservation effort. Whittier would like to see more of the area preserved,
however, "Five acres, . even 80, would not be
enough,'' he said. When asked about the future of
the hammocks, Neal said, "Unfortunately, it will
probably be developed.''
The area is already beginning to show the effects
of human presence. There is a significant amount of
dumping along the sides of Florida Ave., which
runs through Black Hammock. "Unfortunately,
when someone starts to dump, other people tend to
feel less guilty abo~t dumping there also."

unfamiliar with the plan, but added
that it deserves some consideration.
Titusville Representative Bud
Gardner said he has traditionally
been opposed to any substantial tuiIn regard to the Board of Regents' tion increases. Commenting on the
recent indexing proposal to place a governor's plan, he said "School is exfive percent cap on tuition increases pensive enough already. Perhaps
each year, Crotty said he was, as yet, some small cost of living or infla-

tionary increase would be in order,
but I don't think students should be
required to pay much more than they
are now for their education."
According to Larry Churchill, an ·official with Representative Bruce
McEwan's office, McEwan feels the
governor's increase proposal to be too
high. Churchill said the represen-

tative has not yet decided what a fair
increase would be, but did say that
McEwan "is working on it."
Central Florida legislators George
Stuart Jr. and Fran Carlton were also
contacted in regard to the issue of tuition increases. Their offices indicated
that neither one has, as yet, .made a
decision.

ALAFAYA

Students at UCF can expect construction of the new road to take on
much of the traffic which now snarls
. up at the intersection of Alafaya and
Research Parkway, especially during
rush hour. But this project, like so
many others, is very long term.
Drivers will get some minimal relief
in the near future. Officials with the
Research Park are trying to get ap-

proval from the state and county to
put a traffic light up at the dangerous
intersection, which averages one or
two fender benders a day.
.
Because most improvements like
traffic lights, turning lanes and
signals, require studies by the DOT,
unhappy commuters will likely be
forced to wait until the widening project begins to see any signs of relief.

FROM PAGE 1 .

FROM PAGE 1
While it is still in the planning
stages, the Research Park could get a
new entrance farther south on
Alafaya Trail. Lokotanosa Trail, a
road only partially paved, could someday be one of the main four-lane en-

trances to the rapidly growing park.
The road itself is not particularly
noteworthy right now. Two apartment complexes, Forest Highlands
and Pine Ridge, are the only major
developments along the road. The section of the road west of Alafaya is
still unpaved dirt and undeveloped,
although a development is in · the
preliminary stages of work there.

Hey-" look us over" ... for Easter jobs
around the "World"!
If you're looking to get ~he most out of your Easter holiday, look into
great employment opportunities inside Epcot Center and the Magic
Kingdom!
Right now, we have seasonal positions available in our _food,
custodial, merchandise and operations areas.
·
As a member of the Walt Disney World cast, you'll exp.erlenqe lots
of Easter fun and "egg"-citement . . . and, earn extra cash , as·well.
To apply, come to the Walt Qisl')ey World Employment Center
Monday through Friday, from 9 a.nt 'fil 4 p.m. Take 1-4 to.the Lake
Buena Vista exit, go north eight miles on 535, then follow the signs.
For one-of-a-kind Easter
,
employment, look us up 1

r
'

.

.

An equal opportunily employer

Rentaluxury ~
Townhome

PASS CLAST? -

at. ..

Three books written

ESPECIALLY
GETIING READY FOR THE CLAST, $10.95, 154 pp.

Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and
mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95 , 260 pp . ~
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
pp.
r

notation, and thrust. Especially strong in logic.
Ask in your COLLEGE

•

$450/month

-To teach the CLAST objectives.

COMPETENCY IN COLLEGE MATHEMATICS, $1a·:95, 495
Teaches all the CLAST objectives in CLAST format,

•

SUSSEX P~C£

BOOKSTORE NOW!!

H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater,
FL 33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.

Sussex Place is just minutes from
the UCF campus . Enjoy.spacious
two-bedr-0Qm qesign, prtvate patios,
. ana yo.i;ir ,G>Wtl-Swimming pool!
. Sussex ~l3c1t1s affordable
eleg~nce . tjts best!
Models open daily.

~::~~~39w
Hwy. 50(Colonial

Drive).

HQIWS<I&:!

l"I~

l1h.-n·•J/1'!1Jltr." ""•''t· ·l 1f1ttil.l/ltl11.y•

A Division of Residential
Communities of America

EYE
CARE
Adults & Children
/

/

Dr. A.R. Copely, Jr., P.A.

20% discount to students, ·
faculty & staff
EYE EXAMS
Medical treatment
All Contact Lenses (soft, hard, ext. wear, etc.)
Fashion Eyewear

855-3100
Serving. South Orlando for 11 years

Hours begin at 8:00 .a.m.

Raise it 13%. No,
40%1

When I heard that Creig Ewinghad left The Future, I thought to
myself, "Gee, I could be just as obnoxious as he was!" Anyway, to
prove to .myself and everyone else
that I can write outside of sports, I
have ·volunteered to do a guest commentary this week. Here goes
nothing...
Recently, I have heard talk that
other departments of The Future are
not quite happy with our present
facilities. In fact, some have even
ventured to offer the idea of (argh!)
moving to another office. If anyone
had asked me (and they never do),
I'd have said, "NO WAY!" I like it
here.
If you have never visited The
Future offices, perhaps I should
describe them to you.
First is the Business Office.
Because most of our advertisers end
up coming here at one time or
another, this is our "nice" office.
It's located right next to the Health
Center-not the pretty beige one insid~ the fence, that belongs to the
carpenters-and is a sort of a
"hospital room white." It has been
permanently set up on temporary
blocks and I hear our recent inventory revealed its value to be about
$250.00-no kidding.
Qf course, everyone has at some
time in his life said, "I wonder what
The Future Editorial Office looks
like?"

Picture this: As you walk in, on
your left is our own Sport~ Department. It consists of one black desk
and a lot of assorted papers. On the
wall behind all this is a disgusting
array of old pictures that at some
time or another graced the pages of
our publication.
Directly in front of you are two
more desks (black) with brown computer terminals (Flintstones variety)
on top of them. More scattered
paper here. Behind all this and to
the far right of the room is the
Editor in Chief's desk. I can draw a
map if any bombing attempts are
being considered. Oh yeah, more
paper here. Back on your left,
behind Sports reside Confetti and
News. About the same as Sports,
but different pictures on the walls.
To make a long description short,
minus the computers, it looks like
the dirty, decrepid news offices you
see in old black and white movies.
Persol)8.).ly, I think there is a kind
of demented romanticism to the
whole place. And ya know, rats and
rabid cats (they live and die under
the place) can be pretty good companions for the likes of us, who have
almost completely given up on
humanity.
No, I say leave us here. We only
trouble the university once a week
and we don't eat much, so forget
The Future and give that office
space to someone important, like the
Rifle team.

The Graham Pa-l ace.

A Spring ·areak lament...
Ah, Spring Break. The sun, the sand and the overall unwinding are long
overdue. I thought it might never come. I'll leave UCF World and get away
from it all. I think...
One unhappy part of college life is having to go back home. Not that going
home is ever bad, but it's a whole different world, and like UCF World it has
its own set of problems to face.
'Uh-oh,' you're saying, 'Mike is getting ready to preach some doom and
gloom and try to lay some heavy thaught on us when we're getting ready to
have a good time.'
' Well: maybe it's heavy, but I have to deal with it, so there's no reason
why you can't help me out. UCF is like a big psychological/psychiatric support group that everybody dumps their problems on. Through the wonderful channels of the media, I can dump my problems on 15,000 people all at
once (and you thought . I just did this for the money).
It is a different world out there. Not everybody is a student so they can't
all identify with you. Not everybody unders'tands that you are growing inside and grappling with such pressing international problems like famine,
nude~ war and the pretty ?~rl you're in love with back home.
Ooo. Struck a nerve did I·. Well, there are a few things you can do about
that. One, don't go home. Instead, go to Fort Lauderdale and sleep in your
car (you forgot to reserve a room) and have a miserable time wishing you
were with the one you love. Oops! Did I forget to mention that while you
were away, your girlfriend found somebody else? That's okay. Now you can
have a good time. Can't you??
Your're reeling now. You're saying 'No. Not a downer. ·J ust a matter of
hours and I'll have my toes in the sand. Please Mike, don't bring me down.'
But there's more. The bills are really piling up, more so than the funds
(not unusually) because you haven't worked enough to recover financially ·
from your Christmas frivolities. Options:Loan. Nah, that'll take forever to
get here and I 'II be in the gutter by then. Put off paying bills. Get real. Ask
dad for more money. Have you no pride?Of course you can get your pride
back easier than you can your apartment, power, etc. And the survey
says-Ring, ring. Hello, dad??
Are you totally depressed yet? One thing I've learned in my many years
on God's Earth, is that you just can't have a good time when you've got problems weighing you down. You can't drink them away, no matter how hard
you try, and no matter how much you tell yourself otherwise, you just can't
enjoy yourself in Lauderdale if you have to sleep in your car.
Worst of all, there are still some problems that doctors still haven't found
cures for. Colds are still colds, jackasses from Boston University will still
come down here to spread measles, and the Jarvik-7 can't cure a broken
heart.
Don't look for me in Lauderdale. I might go to Daytona and visit my
grandma. For the most part, however, look for me in my back yard in a sunny spot, sipping lemonade and talking to my mom.
Mike "Somber" Rhodes
Editor in Tears
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Do you ever get the feeling that
you've been in school so long that
your head is so full that nothing else
will fit into it? Do you get the feeling that you pass the days in a
daze?
Well, when this stuff starts happening, you know know it's time for
a break. I know I am. Sitting in
class can be a real trip-literally.
The body is there, but the mind has
other ideas and usually leaves no
forwarding address.
· The situation gets even more interesting when one tries to pack a
pile of classwork into this week in
an effort to have a carefree break
and to be able to ease back into the
week after break. This usually entails what mom always called "burning your candle at both ends.'' To us
it's just staying up way past our
bedtime.
Strange things happen when the
body is deprived!<?f sleep for a
period of time. I have taken up
sleepwalking (more or less). When
my roommate comes back from studying with buddies; I usually meet
her at the door..:..or so she says. I
don't know. I was asleep. "You let
me in, and you ·even started talking
to me, but all of a sudden, it's like
somebody pulled your plug and you
were out," she said one night.
"You'd be useless if a burglar ever
came to the door. You'd probably let
him in and .when you woke up on the
floor of an empty house the next
morning you wouldn't know what
happened.'' Ah, the vicissitudes of
college life.
But, let's go back to the
phenomena of one's head being too
full to pack any more knowledge inside of it. Telltale signs of this are
an inability to remember what the
lecture was about five minutes after
it's over. In this respect it hard to
distinguish between this phenomena
and daydreaming.
So what do you do about this
stuff? Well, I think that's what spring break was invented for-so all us
poor overworked college students
could air our brains out. Get away
from school for awhile, and who
knows-maybe some of those insignificant little facts clogging up
the machinery will be shaken loose
and gone forever, so that there will
be more room for the stuff that will
be packed in there once spring break
is over. Don't forget-finals are out
there waiting for you.
So go out there and have fun.
Seriously, once we graduate, fun and
games like spring break are pretty
much over. Take advantage of the
time that you have now to enioy it.
Enough of the serious stuff. Have
a nice spring break-there's piles of
things out there to see and do. If
you're not into traipsing all over,
plowing through the madding crowd,
the weather's beautiful for just laying around the yard and doing
nothing at all.
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D Budget a farce

D Attack not equitable

Editor:
For those of you who thought spending $1,400 to
have a party for business students was the biggest
waste of student money student government could
make, along comes the annual activity and service
fee budget committee.
This budget committee blew their chance to
spend almost all of the one-half million dollars on
Rec. Services, which offers intermurals to
everyone, or PAC, ·which has the potential to provide speakers, films, and cultural events for
everyone. Instead they gave large sums of money
to the following special interest groups: crew team,
$33,500; Black Student Union, $11,822; water skl
team, $8,000; Greek Council, $5,939; University
Theater, $5,000; Gospel Choir, $4,480; WUCF,
$3,00o; ·Music Service Awards, $1,500; and InterAmerican Student Association $1,250; for a grand
total of $7 4,491.
Granted that some of these organizations pro.vide programs for students such as B SU and
IASA. For the most part however, I consider this a
waste of your money and mine. Instead of asking
groups to pitch in part of the cost themselves or
question why we even fund these groups, most people on the committee just seem to accept the fact
that we should fund them. The problem is deeper
than just the comittee. It involves the noninvolvement of most students in PAC or SG.
I guess what I am trying to say, is that if you are
going to pay $91.50 in Activity and Service Fees
(for 30 credit hours) you should care how it's spent.
I sure as hell do!
Take 15 minutes to come over to the Student
Center and talk to the student who is supposed to
represent you in the senate or the President of Vice
President. Come to the senate meetings Tuesdays
at 3 p.m. in ENG 360, or if you really want to s.olve
the problem, get involved in Student Government
or PAC, or you can ignore this and continue to let
others spend your money and ignore your opinions.

Editor:
In response to your Feb. 22 editorial, I must say
you did not exemplify the same definition of
fairness you stated. I think you exaggerated a bit
when you said "business day is a waste."
As a business student, I feel it is beneficial to get
to know the professors and fellow students in one's
college; by continuing Business Day it allows us to
remain informed about the happenings here at
UCF. So what if it does seem like a "glorified rush
party?'' Rush parties are one of the best ways to
get to know people and gain interest in a matter. If
people from other majors are complaining because
they don't have a "day," then we have to ask them
if they've shown any interest. A lot of perparation
and planning is needed, so it won't be until after all
that is initiated that they can look forward to a
social gathering that involves their respective programs of study.
I don't think it's nice to be slighting what the
College of Business teaches, nor is it -equitable .

Sen. William Dietz
Politir.al Science

D Tolerance a virtue
Editor:
It both saddens and troubles me that two
political science majors should display such a low
degree of tolerance for those with differing views. I
refer to two letters published in the Feb. 22 issue of
The Future, authored by one Brian C. Smith and
one Staci Johnson. Both Smith's and Johnson's letters, tirades of a sort, address Richard Truett's use
of perjorative language in his description of certain
artists' homosexual natures. Curiously, both are
guilty of the sins which they accuse Truett of.
Now I am no friend of Truett's style of writing,
and were Smith and Johnson to restrict their com-

ments to this area alone I would be in considerable
agreement. However, when Smith resorts to ad
hominem attacks on Mr. Truett, I must part company. Smith, though, is quite the reasoned thinker
when placed next to Staci Johnson. For Johnson
suggests not only that Truett is bigotted, incompetent, is capable of referring to women as "broads,"
to blacks as "niggers;" that the editor of The
Future is unprofessional, but also that we might all
be better were Truett to pack his belongings and
leave our hallowed institution. It is this last suggestion of Johnson's which I, yes , as a political
science major, find most disturbing. That ·she
should even think to suggest Truett leave because
of his views demo~strates a lacking in her of that
most lovely virtue, tolerance. Tolerance is, by
definition, extended toward those whose opinions
are different than one's own; even repugnantly so.
I offer that in the future Mr. Smith and Miss
Johnson focus their efforts toward advocacy and
persuasion, and that they refrain from resorting to
character slurs and displays of ill-conceived intolerances. If reasoned discussion is not to be found
on college and university campuses, where, then, is
it to be found?

Geralyn Yatsko
Business

D Funding frivolous

Editor:
This is in response to your editoria,l concerning
Jon Anton NV alters Business Day. It is important to understand where ·
Political Bcience the funds for Business Day, and the proposed,
Political Science Day, appeared from before attacking the methods of distributing these funds . .
For each credit hour of student enrollment, $2.73
per hour is automatically contributed to the Activity and Service Fee Budget. This budget consists of
Editor:
$1.04 million and is administered by Student
Last week I was shocked to find two letters in Government. Every student at UCF is a member of
your editorial page defending homosexuality Student Government and may exercise their option
against Mr. Truett. It was quite a broadside, i.e. an to participate in this organization. If a student is
unexpected jolt. It would not have been as horrify- not in agreement with the methods used to
ing if Brian Smith and Staci Johnson had respond- distribute the funds they may take measures to
-ed purely out of distaste for Mr. Truett's style. change the methods of distribution.
However their implication is that homosexuality is
I agree that the Student Government funding of
a legitimate style of life.
Business Day is a frivolous expenditure of
I am sure that there are many on this campus student's money (incidentally, where are the "hamwho wish that this issue could be handled without burger turners" from last year?) but evidently Stuperjoratives, yet this is impossible as Mr. Smith dent Government felt it met one of their purposes,
and Miss Johnson and others refuse to see to ''advance the cause of students both socially and
homosexuality as a problem in need of correction, if academically.''
not punishment.
Name withheld by request
This week there were two more responses to Mr.
Truett. I have two observations and one question.
Three broads responded in defense of F.G ..T.H. Come on, we dare you! Write a letter to the editor.
Most women are revolted by them. Has The Future Letters should be typed on a 60-space line and doubeen broadsided?
ble spaced. The deadline for publication is Monday
at 5 p. m. Letters must be signed by the author and
John Mark Coney must include the author's major and phone number
Adjunct Instructor for verification purposes. Names may be withheld
Mathematics on request.

D Hlegitimate lifestyle ·

·-.. Knight Mares

ONe oF T..teae i~ u~eo
BY ViC.iOIJ~ TeRRoRi~TS
WHO Have NO ReGaRD
FoR HUMaNiTY To
BLOW UP PoLiTiCaL
TaReeT~.

Ti-te oT.-teR i~ u2)eD B'i
600-FeaRiNG cmzeNb

To

Spanky

DeMoN~TRaTe

by Carl McKnight

TtteiR BelieF iN !He
~aNCTiTl' of Life
B'i BLOWiNG UP

aSoRTiON CUNiC~.

WHiCH iS WHiCH?

j
We thought we had worked things out with
Carl, but obviously not. These artists are so
temperamental. In any event, the space is
here, Spanky's not, and it's not our fault.
Sorry gang.

Classified~~~~~~
I
I
Roommate - male non-smoker - 2
bdr, 2 bath duplex. Fultv eauiooed
$225 per month puts l /2 utilities.
Call Barry at 281-8039.

FOR RENT

· SUssex Place. $450/mo., Sussex
Place Is just minutes from the UCF
campus. Enjoy spacious two
bedroom design, private patios
and your own swimming pool!
Models open dally. 281-6393. 1/8
mile east of Alataya Troll on Hwy.
50 (Colonial Drive). See our
display ad on page 5.
Avail. May 1. 2 bdrm./2 bath
across from UCF. Washer/dryer,
water, garbage, furn. $395/mo.
275-3439..
Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.
2 bdrm./2 bath across from UCF.
Avail. May 1. Water/garbage furn.
$350. 275-3439.
Furnished apt. _w/ private bath
and private entrance. Call
282-2440 anytime.
Fi.lrnlshed, spacious 2 bd. 2 bth.
across from UCF. Central air and
heat. 2-3 people $400. 4 people
$425. 273-0768. No pets.
Oviedo efficency Apt's furnished.
All utilities and color TV. Walk to
restaurants, shopping, bank, and
post office. No lease or deposit required. Pay weekly. Call th.e
OViedo Lodge in -0owii Town ·
Oviedo 365-527 6.

I

ROOMATH

Female roommate. Townhouse
right next to UCF. Microwave,
washer, dryer. Non-smoker preferred. 281-0877.
Wanted: Non-smoker to share
large 3 ·bdrm., 2 bath house with 2
women and 2 cats. Fireplace, front
porch, washer, lots of closet
space. Close to downtown Orlando. Sl 84/mo. plus l /3 util.
896-3697.
Responsible female to share with
same fully-furnished home with
pool and piano. Five miles from
UCF on Colonial. No children or
pets. · $175/mo. plus 1/2 electric.
5100 deposit. Immediate movein. 282-6587.
Female roommate needed to
share completely furnished condo
walking distance to many shopping centers and restaurants. Only
l 0 miles ·from UCF with 3 pools·,
tennis, and clubhouse. 5150/mo.
Includes utilities. Call 834-9004
after 6:30 p.m.

FOR SALE
For sale
Washer, dryer, dresser, chest, etc.
All under S50.00.
197 4 Audi Fox, gd. cond. Asking
$500.00 Alda 273-9694 after
6:00 p_.m. .
FOR SALE 1968 Bug, rebuilt eng . .
and carb., new brakes, clutch, fuel
pump, battery, 35 mpg Sl.050 f
1981 Ski ·Nautique, 351 PCM, immaculate, 2-tone red/white
custom paint, red int., exc. condition, new canvas cover, low hours,
"A real cherry" $10,500. Mike
866-6564 or 422-4080.
• • COMPUTER FOR SALE • • TRS 60
Model 3, 2 disk drives, 48 K. Printer
NEC l 00 CPS. Lots of software
manuals and books. All Sl ,000.
Call Mikel Ph. 281-4928.
71 VW Superbe9tle runs and looks
good. $950. Call Pat 262-1449.
For sale: Dodge Daytona '84 Turbo. 2.2 liter turbo engine, 5-speed,
air , AM/FM/Cosette w/amp.,
Cruise, power everything, electronic rear-view mirrors, louvers,
computer votce c6mmaAed,
sunroof, color - burgdy. Has it all, l
year old, 16,000 miles new
$14,000 - asking $10,600. Compare to new models - call any time
277-0126 or (305) 452-0126 or
453-5927.
For sale mobile home 1969 Broadmore. 2 bed, 1 bath. Adult park in
Southeast Orlando. Screen porch,
tennis, pool, laundry. 58,500
27 3-6529 After six.
Is it true you can buy jeeps for S44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

HELP WANTED
Executive aide / housekeeper.
Male or female. 20 hrs./wk., flexible hours. Driver's lisence required.
Call 657-0079.
Housekeeper 3-5 afternoons per
week. $4/hr. W. P. between Rollins
and the Navy Base. Care for the
home and 1O yr. old child.
896-7015 eves.
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $15,000 $50,000 / yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
ext. 4628 for information.

Male or female roommate. New 3
bdrm. house 3 miles from UCF.
Quiet area. Avail. immed.
282-5681. $200 or neg.

STUDENTS: Earn income in spare
time posting promotional flyers.
Box 54-1696, Miami, FL 33054.

Quiet, neat female to share 2
bdrm. across from UCF 5175.
262-1384.

Local movers and/or delivery persons. Good pay, flexible hours.
Call 678-9865.

Coupl~.

light work of 20 hours per
week In exchange for furnished
apt. Includes utilities. prefer math,
computer, or accounting major
for some . bookeeping on Apple
Computer. Hours will be taylored
to fit your schedules. In Oviedo,
work can be shared by both and
does not require computer work if
you wish. Call 365-3648 in evening
or morning.

Students needed to clean homes!
Work around your schedules. ·call
699-1636.
Top Pay
Appointment setter needed. From
qualified lists. Set appointments
between classes. My phone or
yours . Call Ms. Berkson at
831-0022.
Engineering and Economics
Research, Inc. (EER) Is interested in
hearing from UCF students with
computer related capabilities, interested in full-time emploument
at the Defense Training Data
Analysis Center located at 3280
Progress Drive, Orlando, FL 32826.
If Interested, call Mr. Dennis Van
Langen at 281-3600.

TYPISTS
Top quality word processing service, Term papers, Theses,
resumes & cover letters, research
papers & reports. Accuracy at
budget rat'3s. Call 275-6761 or
657-0943.
Word Processing and Editing. Profess ion al writer and former
English/Business
teacher.
Reasonable rates. Call Jan
855-4077.
QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.
788·9097
Typing-Word Processlng-FasT Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rotes. Close to
campus. Coll Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.
RESUMES
Designedflyped-65 7-0079.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
A MLE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed 100,, Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and A BDick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

Typing translations. English,
Spanish. 20 years experience.
Fast quality work. 282-2161 from
9-6.

WANTED
Do you collect obscure music
video? If so, let's get together and
expand our collections. I have
among others, Bauhaus, O.M.D.
and Japan. It you want more than
MTV con offer, call Jim at
851-7086. NO H.M. OR ROCK.

Total Secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
tees. 657-0705.
WORDSMITH
Professional Word Processing
Cheapest rates in town. Will pick
up and deliver. 671-6471 Tom
Hicklin.

SERVICES
Translations and Interpretations,
German / Spanish. Experienced.
696-8793.

At your serv"lce
Experienced - Executive typing,
quality first (Notary). 898-2114.

Planning a party? Don't worry
about the music! Leave it to me ,
Tom, of American-DJ. Call
768-7353 anytime.

Professional Typist. Experienced in
all work incl. medical and legal.
UCF empl. 1 ml. north. Marti
365-6874.

Tutoring - Pers. help in sci., math,
long., grammar, and business. Call
843-3328.

TYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR, moderate rates, fast.
Call Susanne 277-4857.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth comrol
Information, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, corifldentlal services.
central Florida Women's
Health Orcanlzatlon
1700 w. Colonial Drive, Orlando'
898-0921
--

WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure tor the
term paper blues."
We can help you get your work
out
ACCURATELY
and·
- ON TIMERates:
$2.00/page-regular·
(The best you'll find)
$2.50/page-overnight

. C.risis Pregnancy Center
• free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
W. Fairbanks; one block west of
17-92. Mon.-Sat. Call 647-1477. We
can help you.

Both rates include GRAMMAR
SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION
CORRECTIONS, also a free title
page and a report cover.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Mornlng After Treatment.
Confidential, ·private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll
tree 1-600-432-8517.
-$5 off with this ad

FREE PICKUP-FREE DELIVERY
678·7037
M-F 8 to 5:30 p.m.; Sat. till noon

PERSONALS
The Frap Band lusts for your bodies
at the Knight Out Pub on Saturday
Nights.
CONNECTIONS. University dating
system. Now it's come to UCF!
Charter membership drive now
underway. Discounts for qualified
males. FREE subscription for accepted females . Details Box
54-1696, Miami, FL 33054.
Male mid 20's 5'-5" 133 lbs. senior
yr. (engineering) practical minded, non-smoker, likes studying,
photography, seeks a young
woman, between 20-25 yrs., slim,
who has approximately the same
kind of interests, for frienship and
possible lasting relationship. Write,
if possible, Include picture/ phone
no., to P.O. Box 28410, Orlando, FL
32867.

1

· Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

.2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

Anyone and Everyone,
Come unto me, all ye tharlabour
and are heavy laden, and I will
give you rest.
Jesus Christ

• FM
STATION MANAGER · WUCF-FM

WUCF
STAFF POSITION, OPENING

Qualifications

Responsibilities
1. Implementary broadcast criteria, programming, and pro-

cedures as relayed by the radio manager.
2. Supervising the station and its personnel.
3. Developing annual fiscal budgets in conjunction with the radio
manager.
4. Maintaining current accounting procedures and budgets.
5. Preparing bi-weekly payroll and payroll records.
6. Devolping special program ideas and/or format revision ..
7. Other duties.

Position Dates
Position effective April 22, 1985 through April 21, 1986.

-----

1. Must be a student at UCF.
2. Must be currently enrolled in a minimum of 6 semester

hours at UCF.
3. Must have a GPA of 2.0 or higher.

Supervisor
Reports to the radio manager.

Salary
$4.00 per hour
(20 hours weekly)

Deadline for Application

Submit letter of application with resume to Chuck Ruby, Radio
Manager, WUCF-FM, no later than April 1, 1985.

•

Sport
D Player of the Week

Knights 3·0 vs. Rattlers
by Scott Wallin
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Russ Schenk

Russ
Schenk,
a
sophomore wrestler for the
Knights, is this · week's
·Future player of the week.
Schenk placed third in the
NCAA Regional Championships on Feb. 24-25 in
his class (167 lbs.). He won
four out of five matches.
His only loss came in the
semifinal round to the
eventual
champion-George Fiorle from
James Madison University. Schenk overcame
numerous setbacks this
year including two knee
operations to gain this
honor. Pat Cucci, head
wrestling coach, noted
"Russ has that champion·
ship determination inside
his heart. I wish I had ten
more like him."
Runner-ups are Tim
Barker for baseball and
Stan Kimbrough for
basketball.
O RB C_taamplons

Tom Wilson and Greg
Sanders took top honors in
the UCF Intramural Racquetball Doubles Tournament last weekend by edging Richard Hoffman and
Doug Moore, 15-14, 15-13
in the championship game.
A total of 14 teams competed. in the tournament
which was completed on
March 2, with the final
eight teams fighting it out
in double elimination action.

o Floor Hockey
The entry date for Intramural floor hockey is
Tuesday, March 19.
Everyone interested in
playing come to the team
captain's meeting at 6:00
p.m. that day in RS 11 7.
D Aqua Dynamics

Exercise in the pool and
get some sun while you
reach your fitness goal.
Class meets every Tuesday
and Thursday from 12:00
to 1:00 p.m. in the pool.
Call X-2408 for information.

was just as sharp on the base
paths, stealing five bases in
as many attempts to give him
30 thus far on the year.
On the following day the
Knights t0ok a 7-1 victory
behind starter Johnny Groth
(1-2). Groth retired 27 of 36
batters and scattered five hits
behind a tough defense led by
left fielder Vince Congelosi.

The UCF baseball team improved their record to 13·11
earlier this week with three
decisive victories over Florida
A and M.
In a doubleheader on Sunday, the Knights had an easy
time, defeating the Rattlers
4-1 and 14-3. In the first
game, Tommy Novak (2-2)
UCF didn't generate a
fanned nine F AMU b~tters whole lot of power at the
and allowed only five base plate, but instead finessed
hits.
their way around the bases on
The Knights capitalized on walks, stolen bases, and
11 hits and ·six Rattler errors . FAMU wild pitches.
in the second game·of the day
Rattler starter Steve
to give Jeff Colton (2-2) the Dawson was rattled for nine
victory with a three-hitter. walks before he made his exit
On Wednesday ·night the Knights also downed BC, 8-5.
Tim Barker was the offensive at five and two-third innings.
highlight for the Knights, col- It was all Groth needed,
lecting five hits in .six plate however, as he coasted the
The next home games for sylvania tOday and Vanderappearances, three of which rest of the way with eight UCF are against Florida hilt and Villanova both
went for extra bases. Barker strikeouts.
State University and Penn- tomorrow.

Women eliminated in Georgia
14 points in the first half.

by J.C. Meyerholtz
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The UCF women's basketball team has finished their season
and when they look back on it they won't have fond remembrances of Atlanta.
For the second consecutive weekend, the Lady Knights dropped two games, this time in the Georgia State Invitational.
In an eight day span, UCF was beaten by the ·Georgia State
Lady Panthers twice. In the Georgia State Invitational, the
Lady Knights lost 100·90, and a week earlier, the· Lady Panthers defeated UCF 82-75 in the Georgia Tech Invitational.
After their loss to the Panthers, UCF dropped the consolation game to New Orleans 90-83. If the Lady Krtjghts had won
the Georgia State Inv., they stood a definite chance to receive
a bid for· the eight team National Invitational Tournament-in
Texas
In the New Orleans game, it was close in the early going.
UCF was getting strong offensive play from Christine Strahl
and Fayetta Robinson, both of whom compensated for Susan
Patz who picked up her second foul less than three minutes into the game.
Strahl was hitting from her favorite spot on the floor, left of
the foul line. The junior from Indianapolis scored eight of her

Robinson, a freshman from Oviedo, gave UCF a spark in the
first half scoring four points as she continued to improve on
her inside power game.
DeAnne Craft struggled offensively in the early going with
Buckette guard Cindy Johnson, but ·came alive in the second
half to end up with a team leading 18 points. "In the first half
they played me end line to end line," said Craft. "In the second
half they played strictly zone and that loosened me up."
Freshman, Catrina McCants scored eight of her ten points in
the first half. McCants, who came into the game witP. a sore
shoulder and with about five minutes left in the game, suffered
a broken nose as she went up for a rebound.
The turning point of the game might have been the end of
the first half. UCF led 45-39 with 1:30 to go before New
Orleans ran off eight unanswered points to take a 47-45 lead.
UCF stayed in the game until midway through the second
half before the Buckettes broke it open. Dollene Magee led the
New Orleans offense with 26 points.
New Orleans made 17 of 21 foul shots in the first half while
UCF went to the line only four times and made three. The
Buckettes also outrebounded UCF 51-28.
SEE WOMEN, PAGE ·10

Renegades fail in more than football
While I was watching the Orlando
Renegades game last week, a distinct
·
feeling of deja vu crept over me.
Instead of being treated to a matchup
between two professional football teams,
(I know, keep hoping) I had the distinct
feeling that the day was some months
earlier and the team was not the Orlando
Renegades, but the UCF Knights.
I guess there is just something in the
chemistry of Orlando Stadium that

'MANNY

MOO"

causes the home team to perform with
all the consistency of a blind archer.
The Renagades offense charged on to
the field after a good defensive stand to
start their rendition of the fainous "one-

two-three punt" game. I have to admit
though, their punter did a remarkable
job (being the most active player on the
team, he has to be good).
The 'Gades trudged through the remainder of the first half before finally
blowing their hard earned "loser" image.
The fatal moment came when quarterback Jerry Golsteyn dropped back to
throw one of his passes, just as he had all
.
Pam Glmson/Future
night. Not only was the pass on target,
A
typical
'Gades
receiver
...
the receiver even caught the ball. I nearly fell off the back of the stadium and in- somewhat less than polite bunch stole
to Tinker field (the baseball field tucked · The Future's seats (we still had two at
neatly behind the real stadium).
the time) to eat in and dumped food on
The crowd came alive, perhaps there the floor. I'm still learning, but I sure
was hope after all. Maybe the Renegade hope being a slob is not a prerequisite for
Rage did live somewhere besides in this being a reporter.
Meanwhile, back at the game, the
reporter, who was removed from the
kicked
press box to make room for "bigger" team marched down the field
publications: Speaking of the press box, a field goal, finally displaying some abiliI would like to say "your welcome" to
SEE MANNY, PAGE 10
the Channel 2 Sports staff. · The

and

I
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MANNY
FROM PAGE 9

U.C.F. STUDENTS
Are Always Welcom~ At

THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF OVIEDO

WORSHIP 8:30 & 11 :00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

STUDENTS WE NEED YOU!
EARN QUICK, EASY CASH
on SPRING BREAK

BIBLE STUDY 9:45 a.m. C.T. 6:00p.m ..

.

·WOMEN
· FROM PAGE 9
In the· Georgia State game,
Lorna Jefferson and Angela
Jenkins combined for 56
points to give the Lady Panthers the 100-90 victory.
DeAnne Craft led UCF with
25. In the two game tournament, Craft scored 43 and
made the all tournament
team.
Though they fell in their
last four games, the Lady
Knights finished with a 20-10
record in their first yeJU' as a
Division I independent. "People have to realize how far the
program has come,'' said
Coach Sanchez. "There's no
other school I know of that's
gone from Division II to Division I and won 20 games their.
first year."

,.

..

a
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P~~ ~~ ..!.~.!.~~ ~E~!! Small Knight wrestling team
1

evenings, weekends.

fares well at regionals

:s~::t:::::::E·

dedicated, full-time stall.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Research Experts.
• Low Hourly CoSI.
• Transfer privileges to over
120 locations.

CLASSES FORt.tNG
NOW!

MCAT Mar 26
LSAT Apr 1
GRE Apr 10

l

~-

by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

CALi~i~K~~~~NGS

-H. 678-8400
2238 Wlnle, Woodo B,.,,,,

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

Winter Park. Fl. 32792

lUT Pfl9MAT10N SP£aALISTS SINCE 1938
In New 'ltrt State· Stanley H Kaolan Educational Center lid

aaj,j,iC

C!on.~l9nn:-w~
.

~Women's Resale Fashions

Step into Spring
in greater style
than ever before_
Park Square
851 E. Highway 434
Longw~od, FL

331·7150
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-6
Thurs.Evening 'til 8p.m.

Last weekend the wrestling
Knights sent their four best
to the regional tournament
held at Jam es Madison
University in Harrisburg,
Virginia. The small team
representing UCF placed
.13th out of 30 teams and
brought home a third and
fourth place finisher in individual weight classes.
Russ Schenk, the 167
pounder, finished up his
season third in the eastern
region while fellow teammate
'Trent .Smith at . 142 pounds
came home fourth.
During his first round of
the tournament Schenk locked up an easy win against
Morgan State's Horace
Jackson. The second round
was a little tougher for
Schenk as he went against the
number two · seed from
American University, Jim
Dunne. Schenk overpowered
his opponent 4-3 in an overtime match.
In the semiinals Schenk
lost to George Fiorile from
James Madison University.
To regain a position in the
tournament . Schenk went
against Joe Shannon from
. Rutgers University in the

consolation finals where he
was pitted against Tony
Mack from Howard University. Mack found himself in a
bad position against Smith
when he was pinned in a swift
second pericxl.
After pinning Mack, Smith
moved up the ladder to wrestle Tom Griffa from Rutgers
University. Griffa found
himself wrestling a fighting
Knight as Smith tried -to
regain some of his lost
ground. He crushed Griffa
.15-7. Advancing to the next
step put Smith against the
defending tournament champion, J ohrl Cecala from Old
Dominion. Smith wrestled a
hard inatch but Cecala came
out with a 12-5 win, locking
Smith into fourth place.
The other two wrestlers to
complete the small team were
heavyweight John Small and
150 pound Mike Bouchard.
Small lost his first match to
the number six s~ in the
tournament, a 6-foot 7 inch
tall giant with a 33-0 record.
Small's chances of continuing
were · thwarted when his
former opponent lost in the
next round to the number two
seed in the tournament. For

semifinal wrestlebacks. After
beating Shannon 6-3 Schenk
moved on to the next series of
matches that decided the
third place finisher.
The
next
unlucky
challenger to face Schenk was
Dave Purce from Millersville
College. Purce was crushed in
a painful 8-2 decision in the
favor of Schenk. When asked
if he was satisfied with his
performance in the tournament Schenk commented, "I
was at the time, but now that
I've thought about it I think I
could have done better."
Head wrestling coach Pat
Cucci felt otherwise. "Russ
.did well-;-his season really only started six matches ago
due to injury."
Trent Smith, the 142
pounder, did not fare quite as
well as his teammate but he
finished high up in the finals.
During the first round Smith
wrestled a close 9-8 match to
beat Bob Lete from Kutztown
University. In the second
round Smith was pitted
against Westchester's Tom
Urban where he was knocked
out of continuing in 6-4
match. Urban became the
tournament champion at 142
pounds.
By his advancing through
the tournament finals Smith
was able to continue in the

SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 14
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Applications are now available for the 1985-86 Academic
Peer Advisement Team in the Counseling and Testing Center,
Adr:Tiinistration 145. Students with a 2.5 overGJll GPA and who
will be on campus during the summer semester are eligible
to apply. ·

For more
call x-2811 or
. information
.
stop by the Counseling and Testing
Center.
.
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WIN

1st place. Easter weekend for two at Ft. Lauderdale's Mariott hotel and marina, including air fare and $100 spending money.
2nd place . $300 CASH!

We're looking for a lady to represent Michelob® in this area. Maybe you'll be her sponsor!
All you have to do is have your campus group or organization. nominate a Ms. Michelob candidate.
When selecting a candidate, choose her based on the following criteria:
•Personal Achievement• Campus Involvement• Scholastic Excellence• Appearance & Personality

.,

The winner and runner-up will be chosen by major'ity vote.

Th enter your candidate, call or write to the following address to receive an entry form
and affidavit: John Tipple 75 W. Holden Ave. Orlando FL 32809 ph. (305) 851-7100
·
·

Rules & Regulations
1. All candidates must be sponsored by a
., recog.nized campus group or organization.
2. Ml candidates must be of legal drinking age
·~ ~·-<.. . ·~s, e_s,19-blished by law in the state where
.
. contest is being held.
3. Signed affidavit mu~t accompany all entries.
4. Winners will be selected by votes submitted
at designated location.
5. A photograph must accompany this entry form.

6. 10ne winner and one runner-up will be .selected and
-notified by certified letter.

.

'

'

7. Prizes will be awarded within 30 days .after

completion of contest.
8. Photographs of winners will be publisfled in
campus newspaper followi:qg selection~of winners.
9 . Additional publicity and press may be released.
10. This contest is not open to any members or relatives
of members of Anheuser- Busch, its affiliates,
subsidiaries, agencies, and suppliers.

.
Anhe u ~e r · Bu sr h .

Im·. B r t> ll.'l' f' o f !'111> t" h duh Bt't' L SI l.rn ti>- . '.'1.1 0 c l HH I

MT K · MM ·6( G )
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DeFranco steps down
by Scott Gunnerson
USA • AUSTRALIA • BAHAMA ISLANDS

•

INTERNATIONAL BEACH
& SURF SHOPS

"

,

..

HORSE

BOARDING

•

HAYRIDES

LESSONS

and

PARTIES

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

While stopping at the Knight Out Pub for
an afternoon ale, I observed UCF tennis star
Mike DeFranco, withdrawn and secluded, at
the end of the bar. With the recent knowledge
that last year's number one seed in Division
II had just returned to the UCF. tennis team,
this reporter stalked the big cat.
DeFranco took another sip of his Becks',
and I moved in for the kill with the big question. Where have you been for the last ten
months? "I've just come back," DeFranco
said. "But don't expect to see the same cat.
This year I'm nothing but a big fat Italian."
"There is no doubt that enough has been
written about me. I just want to be left alone,
at my own end of the bar." After DeFranco
took another swig of the Becks, he served up
his true feelings. "I really hate the fact that
you reporters delve into me until I feel like an
empty bottle of whiskey."
"What's wrong, are you guys .afraid to talk
about the rest of the UCF tennis team,"
DeFranco . exclaimed. "I'm not saying
anything about myself until you start writing
down something about the other guys on the
team. How about that and how about another

beer."
With a good interview going the down
tubes, this reporter abandoned the original
game plan and pulled out a notebook.
The first words out of DeFranco's mouth
were about the tennis team's new head coach,
Mark Waterhouse. When former UCF head
coach Dave Carter resigned three weeks ago,
the position was awarded to Waterhouse.
"He's willing to accept new ideas," the Cat
explained. "but he expects certain things
from you in order to win the match.'' He is
coaching both the men's and women's teams.
Then DeFranco was quick to point out Lenny Engle, UCF's number one seed player
from Bethany, Conn. as the best physical
specimen on the team. Engle has amazed
DeFranco with his foot speed. "He is one of
the fastest players in NCAA tennis," said
DeFranco, one of last year's best players in
college tennis.
Engle has a style, all his own. But don't let
him fool you, he is all business. "While exhibiting a non-chalant attitude," DeFranco
said; "Lenny is a very serious person."
Everyone having their own attitude is very
important
on the UCF men's team. 'For Jeff
.
SEE DeFRANCO, PAGE 15

Knights wrap up season
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

..

You can oUTn
your OW'1
home fOr
rental rates.
Only:

$390 mo-P&I
You don't pay a
-maintenance fee!

With the close of the
regional wrestling tournament in Harrisburg, Virginia
on March 1 and 2, the UCF
Knights wrap up their season
with an 8-7 record. When asked how he felt the year went,
head coach Pat Cucci commented, "I think we performed very well this season in
spite of some of the obstacles
that we've had to overcome.
We've had some of our best
wrestlers out with injuries.
Towards the end of the season

we ran into a brick wall with overcome some adverse condithe budget, but came out all tions this year, '·'We've
right."
achieved what . we wanted
from hard· work, we really
The Knights wrestled some looked well this year. I think
of the tougher teams in Divi- this was the best squad we've
sion I this year and still held had so far at UCF," said Cuctheir own in this new division. ci.
''The teams we lost to this
Wrestling isn't completely
year were quality teams and over for the Knights. On
we gave them our best,'' com- March 30th the Knights are
mented Cucci. Heavy weight hosting a major freestyle
wrestler John Small shared a tournament open to all age
similar opinion," We worked groups and walks of life.
hard as a team this year and I "We'll be sending informafeel we've done a good job tion out to all the high schools
considering what we were up around the state as well as
against."
various wrestlers who folow
The Knights have had to tournaments," said Cucci.

Barker headed for record
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Sale Price $·4 9,900.00
We will pay up to
$1,000 of the closi._g
costs.
As little as
$2,500.00 Down

PINEY
WOODS

There is a thief on the UCF baseball team
that could break the NCAA Division I stolen
base record. Tim Barker, UCF's speed
demon, has stolen 28 in the Knights first 22
games.
Phil Stephenson stole 87 for Wichita State
in 1982, to set the Division I record. If Barker
can keep up his current pace, he could finish
the season with 112 stolen bases. Last se~son
Barker stole 40 of 45 bases and has only been
caught twice this season in thirty attempts.
Barker's bat has been on fire for the first
quarter of the season to lead the Knights in
almost every offensive department. Barker
has a batting average of .459 and slugging
percentage of .600. In the first quarter he has
accumulated 39 hits, 10 doubles, 20 runs batted in and 51 total bases.
Stephenson is followed on the grand
larceny list by Bobby Rutledge with 77 at
P~n American in 1978, and Mike Wolfe of
Stetson with 76 steals in 1975.
This afternoon UCF .finishes a two game
series with Florida State, starting at 2 p.m.
Then at 7 p.m. UCF will host the University
of Pennsylvania.
UP has been practicing for a month, but
like most northern schools they have been
restricted to indoor practices. When Penn has

left the friendly confines of Hutchinson Gym,
they have slated a record of 1-1. Penn's win
came against Flagler College, 10-6. Joe Ciampi, second baseman, delivered a grand slam in
the seventh inning to pace the Quakers.
On Saturday UCF will host both Vanderbilt and Villanova. At 1 p.m., UCF takes on
Vandy who has a record of 3-5. At 7 p.m. the
Knights then play Villanova, coached by
Larry Shane.
The Knights hit the road on Sunday, traveling to Jacksonville University for a
doubleheader starting at 1 p.m. JU's AllAmerican first baseman, Tom Kennedy, will
return to the line-up after being out with an
elbow "injury,
UCF returns on Monday for a
doubleheader, starting at 6 p.m., against
Xavier University of Ohio. Xavier has compiled a 3-0 record.
Jacksonville State (3-1) comes to town for
games on Tuesday (7 p.m.) and Wednesday (1
p.m.). JSU's catcher Thomas Wilson has
thrown out five of the six players that have
tried to steal a base on him. Now he comes to
let Barker challenge his arm.
Chris Garmon, last year's All-American
third baseman, has been moved to first. base
by JSU head coach Rudy Abbott. Last
season Garmon batted .396, hit 13 home runs
and drove in 58 RB I's.
UCF. will face Central Michigan, at 7 p.m.,
on Wednesday on Knight Field.
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Orlando Renegades to face Birmingham
by Morgan Phllllps
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

After dropping their first two
games of the season to the Tampa
Bay Bandits and New Jersey
Generals, the Orlando Renegades will
face off against the Birmingham
Stallions tomorrow night in Orlando
Stadium.'
The Stallions lost their game last
week against a resurgent Denver
Gold team, 40-23, dropping their
record to 1-1.
The Birmingham team had a tough
time against the Gold when the
Stallions' running attack was shut
down, forcing them to go to the air.
Former Stee]er quarterback Cliff
Stoudt lead the offense racking up
259 yards, although he completed only 45 percent of his passes.
Denver, on the other hand, rolled
over the Birmingham defense putting
40 points on the board, rushing for
284 yards and passing for 24 7.
The Stallions' defense has had pro-

blems ever since Doug Flutie led the
Generals in a comeback against. them
in the second half of their game
against New Jersey.
The Renegades, under the direction
of head coach Lee Qorso, will be trying to take advantage of that slipping
Stallion defense Saturday although
the Orlando offensive attack is not as
potent as either of Birmingham's opponents thus far.
Jerry Golsteyn, starting quarterback of the Renegades has racked up
369 yards over his first two appearances, completing 53 percent of
his passes to lead the Orlando offense.
Although Golsteyn's individual
performance in the New Jersey game
was not as impressive as against
Tampa, Corso has indicated that he
feels Golsteyn has started to bring a
little more offensive continuity to the
team.
.
Curtis Bledsoe, halfback for the ·
Renegades, has shown much improvement in the time he has been with the
team this year and gained 97 yards
last week agairist the Generals on 15
rushes and four receptions, 43 yards

more than the previous week. Coach ·
Walt Michaels of the Generals commented after last week's game that he
felt Bledsoe was one of the better runners in the league.
Corso seemed pleased with the
Renegades' defense last week and
said that one of the main problems
they had was defensing Flutie's incredible plays. Although Birmingham
doesn't have Flutie and Herschel
Walker in the back · field the
Renegades will have their work cut
out for them stopping Stoudt and Joe
Cribbs, former Buffalo Bill.
One of the strong points on the
Renegades' team the past two weeks
has been another player formerly
with t-he Buffalo Bills, punter Greg
Cater. Cater averaging 45.8 yards per
punt received great praise from Corso
in his Monday night television show,
although Corso said he would rather
not have to use him.
After their game this weekend with · ·
Birmingham the Renegades begin a
Pam Glmson/Future
three week road trip in which they
will play Portland, Jacksonville and Generals quarterback Doug Flutie
ran and passed his way over the
Denver.
·
'Gades.

NEED A JOB?
Let Kelly Services help you earn extra
money.

KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 11
Small this was his last chance
to wrestle for UCF. "John
gave it his best, this kid was
just a monster," commented
Cucci.
Bouchard found himself in
an easy match during the first
round he stomped Paul Morton from Campbell University
16-0. The second round pitted
Bouchard against Brian
Smith from Morgan State,
the number two seed in the
tournament from George
Mason University. In a close
over time match Bouchard
lost. In the ne~t round ~mith
was knocked, which in turn
knocked Bouchard out' of the
.tournament;·.i ·

A Nation of Readers

Check your schedule. If you can give us one
day or more a week, weekends or eveningswe need you. We have a variety of
assignments. If you have office skills, no office skills, a genuine enjoyment of people or
a strong back for light industrial assignments,
you qual_
ify.
Contact the Kelly Services office most convenient for you.
•WINTER PARK (closest to UCF, corner of 436
and University)
130 University Park, Suite 210

Tell your
story about
reading
enter the
Nation of
Readers
essay ~ontest
sponsored by
the library. ·

'678-9909
e' MAITLAND - 660-2339

•SO. ORLANDO -855-5476
-·KISSIMMEE - 933-0160

.

Call the U.C.F. Library
for details, at 275-2521

ILL[''"k~yGirl"
~
-~People

SERVICES
In spite ·, .of the ., pudget
EQUAL
OPPOAT.UNITY EMPLOYER
M/F/H
hurdles t'h.a t the UCF
·wrestlers have had to over-1..l!!l!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~U___:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
come this season they have
brought recognition to the
university with their fine ·performance at the regional tournament. ''We opened some
Sekct your new townhome today and you don't have to close until you return
· eyes this weekend and made
for the Fall semester.
people notice us. Now they
know where the University of
Central Florida is and what
we are capable of doing,'' said
Cucci.
0

We'll Hold Your Closing Till Fall!

aott.::~:ilings

_,,·_ ;@...:
Crime Prevention Coalition
Box 6600

Rockville,11d. 20850

TAKE·A BITE OUT OF

~·

.

..

Open, spacious floor
plan D Large master
bedroom suice D
Cable 1V availabk D
Sparkling skylighcs D
Charming loft

Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention!

Write to:
McGruff"

•

)! Fox
Hunt
Lanes
Only 1. 2 miles from campus

•
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John Small: A large factor in wrestling

I

by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•

He's a big man whose strength and
stamina while wrestling would make.
you think twice before you insult him.
John Small is UCF's heavyweight
wrestler ana a senior this year. He
won't be wrestling for the Knights
next season, but he'll still be there for
his team. ''I plan to stay here and
finish my degree work. Technically
I'm a senior but I still have a couple
of semesters to go. While I'm here
I'm going to try and help out the
team as much as possible," said
Small. The size of this soft spoken
man can only be dwarfed by the size
of his heart when it comes to wrestling and helping others.
Small got his start in wrestling
while his was a young boy under the
influence of Captain Archer. "He's
the one that got me started in
freestyle . and I just followed it
through high school," commented
Small. Small's college career began at
Appalachian State University in

sport, you've got to have a close knit
team to survive," said Small.
This young man works hard for the
sport he believes in. He can be seen
running during the week and
weekends. While in wrestling practice
even though there is no one on the
team close to his weight he still
manages to put in his time with willing victims. "I really haven't got
anyone on the team close to my
weight so i wrestle with Pat or the
next closest person to me in weight,''
said Small. ''John works hard,. he
trains hard and overcomes his
obstacles,'' said Cucci.
As far as his future goes John has
high hopes. "First I want to graduate
and get my teaching certificate. I'll
still continue at UCF with my
graduate studies. I'll still be here to
help Pat for a while. I'd like to teach
and coach wrestling at the high
school level. Eventually I'd like to get
involved in the admiriistrative end of
education," said Small. Small plans
to stay in the Orlando area rather
than return to his home town of Port
Charlotte. "There is so much opportunity in the Orlando area, so I think

Boone, North Carolina. This is where
he met UCF's current head wrestling
coach Pat Cucci while Cucci wrestled
for the Mountineers. Small Left the
university for a year to decide what
he wanted out of his future. "I was
mentally tired and I needed to find
some answers. I almost returned to
Appalachian but I came to UCF for
their educational program and wrestling program. I also recieved a scholarship,'' said Small.
John Small is the kind of man who
can be counted on. "John is very
dependable and he's there when you
need him. If I need something ac·
complished I know I can turn to him.
He's taken a lot of the burden off of
me by performing the jobs that a
team manager would do while still remaining a wrestler. He's the Big Dad·
dy Rabbit of the team," commented
Cucci .
Getting involved while still trying
stay in the background is Small's
secret to success. "I think good communication is an important part of
the program. I like to suggest things
when I think it will be helpful.
Everyone works together in this

John Small

I'll remain here,"said Small.
Whatever Small decides his course
he'll leave his mark on many people.
"John is a good man, he'll realize his
dreams," said Cucci. He accepts the
challenges in his life head.on with optjmism. "Nothing gets him down, he
just keeps on going and overcoming
the obstacles in front him," commented Cucci.

DeFRANCO
FROM PAGE 13

UCF
Davis, a sophomore from
Avon Park, keeping his own
individual style has helped
him advance to be UCF' s second seed. "Although he remains aloof from the other
players liberal lifestyles, he
still manages to exhibit his
own charisma,'' DeFranco
pointed out. ''Our team is a
lot closer than other teams.
This is exhibited by each
player's own personal
presence.''
DeFranco is the number
three seed and is just playing
to have fun right now. He's
not trying to be the number
one player in the nation, but
will give the UCF men's tennis an added advantage
against their Division I foes.

EVENING
STUDENT
SERVICES

They all point In OIW dir«tion
~GHT TO Ol!R BANK

•
THERE IS HELP AFTER 5:00 O'CLOCK P.M.
(closed 9p.m.)
MOST PROBLEMS/QUESTIONS ARE SOLVED
ON THE SPOT.
COME VISIT USI

YOUR FRIENDLY HOMETOWN BANK

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

REFERRAL SERVICE IS AVAILABLE

1=t

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, SECOND FLOOR
.STUDENT AFFAIRS SUITE
275-2821

EQUAL HOUSING

This handy
Clear~es

Campus
Carry-AH
is
FREE!
Just buy two (2) of
any size Clear eyes
eye drops and carry
your books, note
pads, pencils,
sneakers, sweatshirt
and shorts in a
FREE Campus
Carry-All. Or buy
one (1) Clear eyes
(any size) and carry
off this great bag for
only $2.99 (plus 50¢
postage and handling). Be sure to
carry along Clear
eyes to keep your
eyes clear, white and
looking great.

•OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765 .

LENDER

MEMBER FDIC

Not .excuses~

---~---------01o1ali

Save35e

.•

on any size
Clear ~yes

:

\!!J :

COUPON REIMBURSEMENTS ARE NOT TO BE DEDUCTED FROM ROSS LABORA·
TORIES INVOICES. Customer pays any applicable tax. Limit one coupon per purchase (or
customer). Cash redemption value 1/20th of a cent. Mall coupons to: ROSS LABORATORIES ,
P.O. Box 7800, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7800. Thia coupon expire• March 31, 1986. Valid
on any size.

01018

Excuses help no one ·
Especially the d1sadvan: ,
taged Bui 1obsaregood
for everyone Including you
So hire someone who"s
. never been given a chance.
Your local Private Industry
Council. aided by the
National Alliance of
Business. can help. Call
toll -free 800-424-5404.

tear 1.

TO RETAILER : As our authorized agent we will pay
you 8¢ plus the face value of the coupon for each
coupon you properly accept In connection with the
retail sale of the product Ind icated. Coupons will be
honored when presented by retail diS1rlbutors ol our
merchandise or associations ·or clearing houses,
approved by us, acting for and at the sole ris k of our retailers . It is FRAUD to present coupons
for redemption other than as provided herein . Coupon void and forfeited if Invoices proving
your purchase of sufficient stock to cover coupons are not produced on request. or if coupon
assigned, transferred. sold or reproduced .

© 1985 Ross Laboratories, Columbus. Ohio 43216

I
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Child abuse in most minds is
I
synonymo us with battert!d childr,en. But the awful fact is that
I
thousands of parents are abusing their children by leaving
I
them alone. It's called neglect,
and it can mean a lack of love
I
as well as a lack of food, cloth•

1-cTear;esca.TIP'US carry-:-Ailc5ff;.:- -1

I
I
I
I Clear eyes Campus Carry-All Offer, P.O. Box 7714,
I
'·
I Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7714
I
I 00
I
I
I
I
I
I
I c~
I
I
I
I
I
....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1.-t
- _ - - - - - _I

ing and shelter. And just a in
the other forms of child abusephysical, sexual and emotional
- it can and often does result
in death. Each year one million
children feel the pain of child
abuse needlessly. Needles ly
because ii can be prevented if
you help.

Just enclose two (2) proofs-of-purchase (2 front panels of any size Clear eyes packages) for
each FREE Campus Carry·All you order. OR send one (1) proof-of.purchase and $3.49 ($2.99
plus 50¢ postage and handling) for each Carry· All you order. with a check or money order. Mail
together with this completed certificate to:

CHECK ONE:
Please send me _ _ _ FREE Campus Carry-Alls.
purchase for each bag requested.
Please send me _ _ _ Campus Carry·Alls.
and 53.49 fQf11ach bag req uested.

I've enclosed two proofs-of·

I've enclosed one proof-of·purchase

Abused children are
hel~.

Unless you

Name
Stree

State

help.

Write: National Committee for
•

Prevention of Child Abuse.
Box 2886. Chicago. Ill. 60600

Zip

Otf•r eaplraa March 31, 11181 and la wbfacl to avellablllty. PtH. . allow 11-B -•k•

ford•llwry.
This official n>ail·in certificate must accompany the correct proof-ol·pu rt:hase. Facsimiie
reproduction ol package front or certificale will not be honored . Offer good only 1n USA. Offer

vo=h=m=ed_::s:=d~w._

•

(305) 365·6611

A Public ServJce of This Newspaper"'!"

& Ttie Advertising Council ~S
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:

BE A .TUTOR
.

Student Government announces its
N·EW Tutor R.e ferral s·e rvice We are now accepting applications for tutors
at the Student Center Main Desk

-

Students interested in being a tutor must
.meet the tonowing requirements:
l) Must have an A or B in the

class you would like to tutor.
2) A signed recommendation from
the instructor teaching the class.
3) Must be here for the Summer
and Fall terms of 1985.

..

•

Come sign up to be a tutor NOW!!!

The Entertainment and Feature Supplement of

~Future

•

•
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The freeze did more than kill trees

lorida's citrus growers
SHARON JONES
PHOTO BY JEFF GLICK

For the past five years, freezing
winter weather has played havoc with
the'Florida citrus industry, damaging
groves and ruining crops. Floridians
are already seeing the effects of recent freezes: the increasing supply of
California fruit in grocery stores and'
the barren, freeze-burned groves
spread throughout half of Florida.
However, because many citrus
growers with vastly different operations contribute to the citrus industry, none have been equally af·
fected by the cold weather.
John Gilmore's family has raised
citrus in Dade City for almost 30.
During the 1983 Christmas holidays,

Gilmore came home from Sheridan, planted them in our groves."
Wyoming, where he attended college · Not having enough time to remove
on a rodeo scholarship. On Christmas, all the young trees from the nursery,
as temperatures steadily dropped the Gilmores tried to protect the rebelow freezing, the Gilmores lost maining 8000 with water, but their
1800 acres of citrus trees, and water lines broke. Although the trees
Gilmore's college career came abrupt- were badly damaged, Gilmore hopes
ly to an end. In the past year, Gilmore they'll come back.
has helped his family remove dead
While he plans to work in the famitrees from the groves and tend to the ly nursery for one more year, Gilmore
young trees growing in the nursery. is uncertain about his future in citrus,
Gilmore admits that while the 1983 discouraged by many factors. The
Christmas freeze was unexpected and young trees planted as replacements
caught many growers off guard, his will probably not bear a sizeable crop
family was better prepared for the re- for the next four years, and he excent January freeze. "The day before pects no profit for the next eight. In
the freeze, "he explains, "we had the future, Gilmore hopes to start a
25,000 trees in our nursery. We were saddle shop, "a much more secure
able to pull out all but 8000 and store business, not affected by weather," ·
them in our barn. The next day, we but clai:r:ns his father "will stay in the

Who's doing what to whom? Who's singm
the blues? Find out about some of the latest
goings-on in the music world by reading this
week's Entertainment Beat.
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business until he goes bankrupt."
Ken Jones owns a 30 acre grove in
Lake Placid. A former civil engineer,
Jones bought the grove 16 years ago
because he wanted to settle down and
work for himself. Jones and his family
raise 50 different varieties of citrus
for which they have no commercial
outlet and sell on their fruit stand.
Since Jones' grove is further south
than the Gilmores', his trees have
sustained less damage from freezes,
but he has lost fruit during four of the
past five years. Even when he expects
a freeze, he can do little to protect his
fruit and assessing the damage may
take months. "On the day after the
(January) freeze, we cut the fruit and

See Groves, page 2

Fantasia. ·It's not just anothe~ Disney cartoon.
Get the inside story on this Disney classic that
has recently been re-released. Story, page 13.

II
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Albums
THE FIRM/The Firm
Atlantic Records

ed by more quick Page riffs is
pleasant to . the ear after
listening to all of the other
junk that they try to peddle
off as contemporary rock
these days.

BY PAT VERNON

Jimmy Page has created a
new sound once again in collaboration with Paul Rodgers
to produce their first album
together as a band, The Firm.
"Closer," the first t~ack on
side one, contains some great
sax playing. This and three
other songs were written by
Page-Rodgers. Page plays intense riffs . while Rodgers
belts them out on "Make or
Break. Someone to Love" has
some fartcy licks and a slow
beat sounding something like
a compromise of Led Zeppelin
and Bad Company.
The first cut on side two,

· "Money . Can't Buy" and
really hold out
with great rock'n'roll beats,
v·ocal backups· and some more
Pag~ solos, which he put on
most of the cuts and are
definitely enjoyable.
Hopefully Rodgers and
Page will have something a
little harder next . time.
Overall the album contains
excellent rock and roll and
when put up against all ofthe
other music that has come out
Rodgers and Page naturally
stand out in the crowd.
"Satisfac~ion"

"Together," shows how these
old rockers have mellowed out
with some of their music. The
last track on side two is also a
tune of Iove which is too dragged out and a terrible way to
end a good album.
Also on the same side is
''Radioactive,'' their first
single release which had me
hooked the very first time I
heard it. That scratchy
guitar, echoing vocals follow-

Record Bar®

Top Ten Albums

THESE ARE THE FASTEST SELLING ALBUMS IN ORLANDO:

(l)She's The Boss Mick Jagger
(2)The Firm The Firm
(3)Crazy From The Heat .David Lee Roth
(4)Age Of Consent Bronski Beat
(5)Ice Cream Castle The Time
(6)Born In The U.S.A. Bruce Springsteen
(7)No Jacket-Required Phil Collins
(8)Agent Provocateur Foreigner
(9)Centerfield John Fogerty
(lO)Make It Big WHAM!

Calendar
World War II aircraft with dogfight
demonstrations, bombing runs, formation
and combat flying will be presented in the
1985 Valiant Air Command Air Show on
March 8-10 at TICO Airport in Titusville.
Tickets are $6 for adults and $1 for children.
For more details, call 678-3261.
In the John Young Planetarium's The
Dawn of Astronomy, you can journey back in
time to ·discover why the pyramids and
Stonehenge were built. Visitors will see the
splendor of the newly raised pyramids and
watch as the sun rises over the Heel Stone at
Stonehenge. The incredible achievements of
early man in measuring the length of the
year, developing a concept of the zodiac, and
predicting celestial events are celebrated in
The Dawn of Astr.onomy. The Dawn of
Astronomy runs through Sunday, March 31.
Showtimes are Monday-Friday at 2:30 p.m.
and Satuday-Sunday at 2 and 4 p.m. Admission is $2 for adults, $1.50 for children and
students, and free for Orlando Science
members. John Young Planetarium is located
in Loch Haven Park at 810 East Rollins
Street.
Central Floridians can enjoy a full evening
of the best in classical music at the Florida
Symphony Orchestra Major/Minor Concert.
This unusual concert teams Central Florida's
favorite orchestras, The Florida Symphony
Orchestra and the Florida Symphony Youth
Orchestra on Wednesday, March 13 at 8 p.m.
at the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre.
Ticke~s ae $5~r person, $2.50 for students.
Call 843-8111.
Survivor will perform this Saturday at 8
p.m. at Ed.Ip.unds Center at Stetson Universi-

ty in DeLand. Tickets are $11 and are ·
available . through Select-A-Seat outlets and
Stetson University.
Chuck Mangione will perform on Sunday,
March 31 at 8 p.m. at the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre. Tickets are are $12.50. Call
843-8111 for ticket information.
Cheek to Cheek (644-2060) At the Villa
Nova. 839 North Orange Avenue, Winter
Park. Roger McGuinn will perform on March
11 at 8 and 10:30 p.m. Tickets are $10. Clay
Gatton and Magic appear at 9 p.m. TuesdaysSaturday.
Off the Wall (851-3962) 4893 South Orange
Blossom Trail. Monday-Beat the Clock,
Tuesday-Men's Night, Wednesday-Ladies'
Night, and Thursday-Lip Synch Contest and
i;:>ance Contest. European Video Disco
Multiplex.
Point After Lounge (273-9600) 11599 East
Colonial Drive. Autograph will perform
tonight at 9 p.m. Tickets are $7 at the door.
Altamonte Mall (834-3334) The Aviator
and Beverly Hills Cop.
.
Fashion Square (896-2571) Passage to India, The Killing Fields, Certain Fury, The
Breakfast Club, and The Aviator.
Interstate 6 (831-3050) Places in the Heart,
The Killing Fields, The Sure Thing, Missing
in Action Part 2, The Breakfast Club and
Fantasia.
Parkwood Plaza (293-4753) Amadeus and
The Sure Thing.
.
Plitt Theatre (894-8021) Beverly Hills Cop
and Vision Quest.
-Twenty-First Century (896-9382) Allegro
-:.'N<ilrfiTr<Jppo, 1.P~/So1i.W?1:'s Story, Body Double,
Topaz, Diva, The Story of 0 and Micki and
Maude.

checked for ice. When ice is found, the
fruit will eventually soften or dry out. Thin-skinned fruit,
like Valencias, Temples, and tangerines, never holds up as
well as thicker-skinned fruit, like grapefruit," he explained
.
Jones can determine freeze damage by comparing the
amount of eliminations before the freeze to the amount
afterwards. This process, however, doesn't yield immediate results, and the full extent of the damage is
revealed only whe~ the fruit starts to dry or drop off the
trees. Although most frozen fruit has to be juiced, the
Florida Department of Agriculture will allow slightly
damaged fruit to be sold.
For Jones, freezes mean more work separating goo_d and
bad fruit. Even when the eliminations are greatly increas·
ed, freeze-damaged fruit will not go to waste if Jones can
pick it before it drops. Later, at the end of the fruit season,
he will water and fertilize his trees more heavily than usual
in order to encourage freeze-burned trees to grow new
leaves. Despite his losses, Jones remains optimistic about
the future. '~Since we don't have a mortgage on the place,"
he says, "we'll come out. It can't help but get better."
Both Gilmore and Jones agree that the freezes will have
a lasting effect on the Florida citrus industry and greatly
diminish Florida's standing as a major citrus-producing
state, with Brazil and other South American countries taking over a larger- share of the market. ''There will undoubtedly be a shortage of fruit this year and in future
years," Jones predicts. 'In fact, I look for some of our
growers to go to Brazil and invest.''
The location of citrus in Florida will also change. While
Gilmore says his father will remain in the Dade City area,
"other growers will move into southern Florida." Jones
claims that he will continue to raise fruit on his grove, but
''the rest of the citrus industry depends on how much aid
the government gives to citrus. In the future, production
will continue to go down, and more northern growers will
go out of business. In my honest opinion, if I were north of
1-4, I'd give it up."
Ernie Neff, who works for the Florida Citrus Mutual,
claims that while damage from the January freeze hurt
citrus statewide, groves located from the middle of Polk
county up through northern Florida were hardest hit.
Shortly after the freeze, the USDA predicted that 12.6 per·
cent of the orange crop and 5.6 percent of the grapefruit
crop would be lost, but according to Neff, these figures
may be adjusted in the future. With heavy·damage to the
Florida fruit crop comes higher prices for citrus products.
At this time, the price of wholesale grapefruit is expected
to increase up to 20 percent with the price of processed
canned orange juice increasing by six percent.
In over half the state, citrus trees were also severely
damaged. "In most areas where the trees had been pruned
back," Neff explains, "new growth was coming out and
that growth was completely wiped out, · setting the trees
back to the condition they were in a year ago after the
Christmas freez~.'' Although he expects that some trees
. were killed in the freeze, Neff says it is too early to com,
pletely assess the damage in the groves.
The effect of the recent freezes on the future of the
Florida citrus industry remains yet to be seen. Neff
believes that "some growers north of Polk County will go
out of business but the majority will stay in an~ try
again." The most obvious result of the freezes, Neff maintains, is that many growers who want to plant. new groves
are moving farther south. Counties such as Henry, Collier,
and Glades are already experiencing an increase in newly
planted groves. Although citrus in Florida is far from extinction, northern growers hurt by the freezes have
become disillusioned with central and northern Florida
and will continu~ to move south.
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Ft. Lauderdale gets ready for
spring break; 300,000 expected

$8.00

FULL SERVICE SALON
'

10509 E. cOlonlal Dr.·
(Winn Dixie Center)
.. !UNION PARK

WALK-INS WELCOME

282-1700.

BY RENEE GOWEN
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Dally 9-5 &Thurs. tll a·

Tired of Daytona Beach? A little too close
to home? There is an alternative
~~8Ei8.E~Bl=:~~BE:~~BE~~EE~38!8EtaJ~ Ft. Lauderdale, of course. It's the place to go
for Spring Break. Along with the sun, the
282·9091
sand, the surf, you're sure to find more than a
quarter of a million college students down
Open· Sundays l0·5
there for the sole purpose of partying.

Florida Hair Designs

56.QO H. aircut for UCF students
$10.00 shampoo, haircut & blowdry
effective through 3-15-85

9918 E. Colonial Dr.
next to Ken's Firearms Perm Specio.1- $25.00 & up

Ft. Lauderdale is still reasonably dose; only about 250 miles from UCF. That can easily
be driven in about four to five hours. Cruising
south on I-95 until it ends, then taking AlA
onto US 1 will lead you-right into the city. If
that doesn't get you there, simply follow that

-=iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiit cars with "Lauderdale Bound" written on the
•
windshield.
Check into your hotel as soon as you get
Horse Rentals
there to avoid having your reservations
Bought & Sold
cancelled. If you haven't made reservations-good luck! Hotel rates are averaging
from about $120 to as much as $180 a night.
But remember, the more ~ople 't hat you
RENTALS
cram into one room, · the che~per the cost is
for each of you.
Now that you're set and· ready for this
2480 Ro.u se Rd.
(305) 282-2197
week-long partying binge, head for the strip .
.Orlando, FL 32807
(305) 275-6925

JJ

That's where you'll find the best bars and
nightclubs: Summer's, Penrod's, The Candy
Store, and The Button, just to name a few.
• Summer's (305-462-8978) features 12:00
pool parties, free beer chugging relays and
belly-flop contests. They also have wet t-shirt
contests and "Best Buns" contests with cash
prizes each totaling $175. UCF's college party night will be Tuesday, March 12 beginning
at 7:00 p.m.· With that you get a free t-shirt
and 75 cent bar drinks and beer.
• Penrod's (305-763-1359) starts the day .
off from 10:00-12:00 with $1.50 Bloody
Marys and free aerobics at 11:00 a.m. Noon
kicks off 25 cent draft beer. From 5:00-7:00
p.m. Penrod's offers a "Feed Your Face" din·ner which includes all you can eat and drink,
at-shirt, and even a mug. All for only $10.
• At The Button (305-761-8787), you'll
find college parties every weekday at 3 pm.
Different colleges compete against each other
in Beer Chug and Wet T-shirt contests. The
"Beer Blast Beach Party" is held every Friday and Saturday night.

See ·B reak, page 4
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Daytona packs calender with events
BY NANCY BAILES

Spring break-no other two words
in the English . language can send
hard-working college students into
frenzied partying like those words
can. Merely the anticipation of spring
break can clog students' brains for
weeks beforehand.
For UCF students, spring break is
not quite the traveling adventure it is
for students from up north. But spring break still means a vacation from
school and the chance for fun in the
sun at the beach.
Daytona Beach is preparing for the
annual invasion of party-crazed

Break

from page 3

students. Spring breakers demand a Letterman show, Jerry Seinfeld, the
steady diet of excitement, and so Amazing Jonathan and Jack
there will be a lot to do besides get- , Gallagher.
ting a tan.
• March 17-The Catawba College
Students shouldn't even have to jazz band will perform at 1 p.m. and
leave the beach to find activities to at- the Cameron University jazz band
tend. Most of the concerts and shows will perform at 5 p.m. at the Band
will take place at the Band Shell or Shell.
the Plaza Hotel.
• March 18-Trumpet player Phil
• March 12-The first concert will Driscoll and the Abiding Faith
be at the Plaza Hotel and will feature Ministries will perform at the Band
Norman Nardini and the Tigers who Shell. No time was given.
will be opening for John Cafferty and
• March 19-At the Plaza Hotel,
the group Magnum will open for Surthe Beaver Brown Band.
• March 14-There will be a com- vivor.
edy show at the Band Shell featuring
• March 18-22-The College E~po
Larry ''Bud'' Melman from the David will take place at the Plaza Hotel.

• - March 20-A concert at the
Band Shell will be announced.
• March 21-Another comedy
show will be at the Band Shell. This
show will feature Larry "Bud "
Melman, Michael Davis and Billy
Crystal.
• March 21-25-The Expo
America will be at the Band Shell.
• March 22..:....:A concert at the
Band Shell will be announced.
• March 30,31-The Thunderbirds
will be featm:ed in the Daytona Beach
Air Show.
• April 1-A Christian concert will
be held at the Band Shell at 1 p.m.

Good friends will give you a break
when you're broke.

There aren't just bars along
the strip. You can also find a
variety of souvenir shops,
boutiques, and resaurants.
Try Dirty Nellie's, the only
place where you can sit by the
water while enjoying free hot
dogs and fifty cent beer.
Of course, you'll want to
head for the beach~ While
you 're there catching the rays
you might even be able to
stumble along some of the
concerts that are given c;mt on
the beach. If that isn't
enough entertainment for
you, there is also a baseball
game on Wednesday, March
13 featuring the New York
Yankees ~nd the Texas
Rangers.

•

The Ft. Lauderdale Police
Department is already geared
up for the spring break crowd.
Practically all of their officers
will be assigned to the beach
area, including the bars. The
main problem during this
time of year appears to be the
massive crowds of people. It's.
best to travel with.a group of
friends. In case you happen to
pass out on a street corner,
they'll be there to pick you
up.
Walking beats the lined-up
traffic and you won't have to
worry about being nailed for
drunk driVing. ''Come to Ft.
Lauderdale, enjoy yourself,
and have a good time. The
police officers are there to
make sure you have a good
time without getting hurt,"
commented Officer Rich Martin. He also offered this advice: "If an officer tells you to
move along, then move along.
But, for those of you who like
to live dangerously and just
might get arrested-bring
money
to
bond out
($25-$50)."
Ft. Lauderdale offers all the
makings of a good time-the
rest is up to you. Ft. Lauderdale is waiting

•

The dinner was sensational. So was the
check. The problem is, the theater tickets that
you insisted on buying broke your whole
budget. Enough to declare bankruptcy by the
time the coffee arrived.
~~
A nudge under the table and a certain
destitute look in the eye were enough to
produce the spontaneous loan only a
-- good friend is ready to make . .
How do you repay him? First
the cash, then the only beer equal
to his generosity: Lowenbrau.

•

•

Lowenbrau.Here's to good friends.
re> 1984 Beer Brewed i n USA by Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee. WI

•

.

'
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Disney's'Fantasia' combines art with animation
BY SUANNE BOEHM

.

-~

c

.,

There is one thing you can say
about Walt Disney films that you
can't say about other films. Walt
Disney films are the only films that
can be re-released continually over a
40-year period and still pull in audiences by the droves.
Because of their high quality and
timeless approach, films carrying the
Disney name never grow old.
Whenever you see them now, they
seem just as fresh and new as they
were when you saw them as a kid.
Disney's newest re-release is the
1940 classic Fantasia. Fantasia is
probably the most unusual of the
classic Disney animated features.
Unlike other films such . as Snqw
White and the Seven Dwarfs or Pinocchio, Fantasia has no real story line.
Instead, Fantasia is an experiment in
music and film art.
Fantasia consists of classical
musical pieces put to animation._The
few musical selections (selected out of
literally hundreds of other considered
pieces) were taken by Disney's animation staff and put into visual form.
The musical selections are introduced
by a narrator and an orchestra perfor- ·
ming the animated piece. ·
"The Sorcerer's Apprentice" by
Paul Dukas is the segment that audiences will identify with the fastest
because
of
the
lead
character-Mickey Mouse. This sequence is the closest to what you

could call traditional Disney work.
Mickey plays the apprentice of a
powerful sorcerer. When his master
leaves, Mickey tries on the sorcerer's
magic hat and goes power-happy.
Mickey's troubles begin when his
newly brought-to-life broom goes
overboard in its assigned chore _of bringing a "few" buckets of water into
,
the castle.
This sequence-is one of the most
delightful ·in the film. The
mischievous Mickey Mouse that
everyone loves and expects is there
"in the flesh." Disney's animators
didn't forget about Mickey's . personality while trying to do something
.
different.
Amilcare Ponchlelli's "Dance of the
Hours" is another eye-catching selection. "Dance of the Hours" is a ballet
from the opera La Gioconda, first performed in 18'.76. Disney stays true to
Ponchielli's intentions and gives you
a ballet-but with the most unusual
characters. The corps de ballet is not
composed of young women but of
dancing hippopotamuses and
ostriches . in tutus and point shoes.
You can't help but grin at these dancing lovelies. And when leotard-clad
alligators appear, it's a scream!
Another memorable selection is
"Night on Bald Mountain" by
Modest Moussorgsky. Bald Mountain is a world plagued by demons,
gruesome freaks and other macabre
creatures of evil. On the Witches'
Sabbath,
these souls rise to meet
Chernabog, the lord of evil and death.

an

Chernabog,
of evil" and
death, presides over the Witches'
Sabbath tn Disney's i!lterpretation
of Moussogorsky's "Night On Bald
Mountain" (abo'Qe), while Mickey
Mouse plays a sorceror's apprentice in Fantasia (left).
© MCMXL Wall Disney Productions .

These ghostly and fiery images,
especially that of Chernabog the
monster, are something not easily
forgotten.
Other selctions are from the works
of Tchaikovsky, Stravinsky, and
Beethoven. Most of these other sequences are good but there is one
weak one.
Johann Sebastian Bach's "Toccata
and Fugue in D Minor" opens the film
on a weak point. This selection was
composed with no real story in mind,

but just as a piece of music. So
Disney decided to animate it in
abstract images. If the piece was a bit
shorter, it might have worked better.
But watching lines and spots of color
on screen for several minutes gets
tiresome.
Once the audience accepts the
unusual structure of Fantasia, it
becomes quite enjoyable. Still,- if
you're not open-minded about your
cartoons, you may not appreciate
Fantasia as much as you could.
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Celebrate St. Patricks _D ay At

Miekey Finn's
Irish Pub

Canada jumps on bandwagon;
Led Zeppelin sued by bluesman

&

Co·m monwealth
Club
Real Irish Pub
Dining & Dancing
Happy Hour 4-7
7124 Aloma Ave. • Goldenrod, FL 32792 • (305) 677-8195

Yesterday's Restaurant
&Pub
2005 N. Murdock Blvd.
Union Park, Fl
•

(side of Winn-Dixie Shopping

C~nter)

NOW FEATURING
•

Draft Beer 25¢
Every Thursday night
.Enjoy our home made pizza
75¢ a slice

Enjoy the great

sou~ds

of

COUNTRY MOONSHINE
every Fri. & Sat. in March
come in and challenge
your skill in darts and pool.
Watch for expanded menu

7

BY PAT VERNON

Jumpin' on the bandwagon: Now
everbody's gotten into the act."Some Canadian muscians and actors have formed Northern Lights for African Society. Quincy
Jones was the initiator of this collaboration,
wanting a song for his new album for
Ethiopia. The song, "Tears Are Not
Enough~'' was put together by Bryan Adams
and Jim V~nee. Some performers include
John Candy, Joni Mitchell, Neil Young and
Corey Hart.
Jones is also a part of the project started
by Harry Belafonte. I mentioned the
possibility of this album in last week's col, umn. "We Are the World" was written by
Lionel Richie and Michael Jackson and is going to be released on 7 inch and 12 inch vinyls
by the end of March. The album will include
previously unreleased material from the
various forty-six signers who participated.
USA (United Support of Artists) for Africa
include: aob Dylan, Sheena Easton, Steve
Perry, Bruce Springsteen, Tina Turner and
Cyndi Lauper.
Message from Oz: His Ozzyness is back
with a new album which will be ready this
month. This wil be Osbourne's first L.P. since
Bark At The Moon. I'm sure I am not alone
in welcoming him back, along with Tom Petty who has just finished recording Southern
Accents in his home studio. The album, including the new single "Don't Come Around
Here No More" is the Heattbreakers' sixth
L.P. since 1982's Long After Dark. Petty had
recently damaged his hand in an accident and
has just finished therapy. Joe Cocker is also
on the scene again with his new release on
Capitol Records which will be in the stores in

Entertainment
early April.
Bluesman sues: Chicago bluesman Willie
Dixon claims that his composition, "You
Need Love," which was recorded by Muddy
Waters in 1962 was copied by Led Zeppelin in
'69 on their second album as "Whole Lotta
Love.'' Dixon reportedly never heard the Zep
classic until two years ago and filed suit for
copyright infringement on Jan. 11 of this
year against Zeppelin, Atlantic, Superhype
Music and the Harry Fox Agency. He is seeking royalties which could amount to one
million or more. This is not the ·first time Zep·
pelin has been sued. The band settled out of
court over copyrights of "The Lemon Song"
and "Bring It On Home," which were supposedly based on words by Dixon and
Chester Burnett.
It's a little hard to swallow that Dixon
never heard the song until two years ago
since he tried to sue the band once before.
Don't you think his lawyers wold have been
checking on Zeppelin? Where's Dixon been
anyway, hiding under a rock? Hard to
believe Willie, hard to believe.
A blast from the past:
March 3,
1966-Buffalo Springfield is formed by Neil
Young, Stephen Stills and Richie Furay.
Stills and Furay ran into Young in a L.A.
traffic jam while he was driving a hearse
down from Canada.
March 29, 1975-Led Zeppelin gets all six of
its albums on the chart. A first for rock
history-eat your heart out, Willie.

A PRACTICE EXAM
(SELF SCORED)

AND
INFORMATIONAL
FORUM ON THE
LAW SCHOOL
ADMISSION TEST
AT
ENGINEERING BUILDING
ROOM 405
TUESDAY, MARCH 19TH
4:00 P.M.
$3.00 Amlssion Fee
Materials provided by SH K Ed. Ctrs.

WELL BRAND MIXED DRINKS
FROM 9·10 .
2 ·FOR 1 FROM lO·CLOSE

,..
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History of the World
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The Conservative Tide
There's a wave of conservatism on campus, which
shows up in everything from preppy clothes to student enthusiasm for Ronald Reagan. It is not necessarily the capital-"C" Conservatism of the Moral
Majority; liberal social views still predominate.
Many students are simply pragmatic-preoccupied
with finding a successful career. The cover stories
include a look at the new conservative college newspapers-and a national survey of freshman attitudes. (Cover drawing by Berke Breathed. For a
poster-style reproduction, send $2, check or money
order, to Poster, NEWSWEEK Building, Box 434,
Page 6
Livingston, N.J. 07039)

In a new section expanding our
coverage of entertainment and the
arts, NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS
visits the small-town, big-time
rock scene in Athens, Ga., talks to
Alan Parker of "Birdy," remembers Dion and offers an unusual
Page 24
look at Pia Zadora.

l
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Hitting the Boob of Mormon
Brigham Young, the nation's largest church-sponsored university, is the academic jewel of the Mormon Church. It is both an educational center and a
religious training ground, and keeping the faith
often means controlling the fl.ow of information on
the BYU campus. But few of the school's teachers
Page 28
and students seem to mind.

Big Labor Goes to College
Labor unions, desperate for new
members, are trying to organize
college clerical workers. As Yale
students have learned, that can diPage 22
vide a campus.
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Jesse Jacbon for President: What Did It Mean?
He was the first serious black contender for the Democratic presidential nomination, a preacher-politician who tried to rouse a rainbow coalition. In an interview, Jackson reviews the lessons of his
Page30
campaign and talks about what lies ahead.
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The Brave New World Comes to Gym Class
After years of sloth, college students are finally discovering the
advantages of good health, and the schools are respondingwith retooled physical-education classes and an emphasis on
Page 32
lifelong "wellness."

AN OFFICER AND A DI PLO MAT

MULTIPLE CHOICE

MY TURN: THE SUICIDE PILL

It takes significant effort to become a Foreign Service officer, and the work can be
tedious once you get it. But the prestige of
the diplomatic corps still attracts 65 appliPage 20
cants for every available job.

Undergraduates write a hot computer
game; the Houston Opera Studio; catalogs
by vending machine; dorm-room cooking;
swapping schools for a year; free air trips for
good grades.
Page 16

Jason Salzman, who headed last fall's antinuclear suicide-pill campaign at Brown, explains why he thinks the effort was worthwhile-and why he hopes that students
elsewhere will take up the cause. Page 36
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Guess which one will grow up
to be the engineer.
•

As things stand now, it doesn't take much of a guess.
Because by and large, he is encouraged to excel in math and
science. She isn't.
•
Whatever the reason for this discrepancy, the cost to society is
eno1mous because it affects women's career choices and limits the ...
cont1 ibutions they might make.
Only4%·of all engineers are women.
•
Only 13.6% of all math and science Ph.D.'s are women.
And an encouraging, but still low, 31.3% of all professional
computer programmers are women.
•

•

..
•
•

In the past ten years, IBM has supported more than 90
programs designed to strengthen women's skills in these and
. other areas. This support includes small grants for pre-college
programs in engineering, major grants for science programs
. at leading women's colleges, and grants for doctoral fellowships in
physics, computer science, mathematics, chemistry, engineering,
and materials science.
We intend to continue supporting programs like these.
Because we all have a lot to gain with men and women on
equal footing.~~===©
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18 Years Old. And You're Already
A Specialist In The Field.
You're part of a Field Artillery team that can dig in
a 28-ton howitzer in 30 seconds flat. Select, load and fire
~~~~~ a 100-pound shell in under a minute. Spot enemy
troops over 30 miles away. And figure your trajectory at
computer speed.
For someone who's just 18, you've covered a lot of
ground.
If you're a high schooljunior, senior or graduate,
find out more about the part-timejobs available right
now in your hometown Army Guard.
Call toll-free 800-638-7600.* Or see your local
recruiter.
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550;
Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands [St. Croix):
773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794 . In
Alaska, consult your local directory.

The Guard is
America at its best.

· -NATIONAL
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LETTERS
Examining the Greek System
While I really enjoyed your article on the
"Rebirth of the Greeks" (November 19 84),
I think that too much emphasis was placed
on the racial separation of the fraternity
• system and not nearly enough on the college
community as a whole. The separation does
exist and it is true that blacks and whites do
not mingle, but it doesn't make sense to
heap the blame for racism on the Greek
system when most other campus groups are
lily white or solidly black.
D ERRICK A. NOWLIN
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pa.

•

As a member of a predominantly black
sorority, I was offended by your article. It
focused on the negative aspects of Greek life
(e.g., hazing, sorority raids, drinking, dis-

hazing (to harass, humiliate and play
pranks on, often with physical abuse), but I
feel some initiation for admission into an
organization with formal ceremonies or secret rites should be allowed. Without it,
fraternities and sororities would not be
the same.
SANDRA SANTOVENA
El Paso, Texas
Even though I don't belong to a sorority,
I was offended by the obviously biased view
you presented of fraternities and sororities
as havens for heavy drinking, partying and
vomiting, and of Greeks thinking of themselves as "gods" whose rituals place them
high above "the rest of us." If you are biased
against the Greeks, express your opinion in
an editorial; otherwise, present both sides
and let the reader decide.
LINDA GIASSON
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Your article focused on fraternities that
have caused problems and left readers with
the impression that all fraternities are alike:
they either fit the ''Animal House'' image or
are reforming. Was there no Greek who
spoke highly of fraternity or sorority life
as a venue for social service or lasting
friendships?
SUSAN B. LYON
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.
The renewed status of the Greeks on
campuses is a perfect example of the current
trend in our society toward conformity and
security rather than individuality.
RACHEL PYLE
San Clemente, Calif.

crimination), and the few positive comments were lost in the article's unjust sarcasm and covert animosity toward the
Greek
system in general. Finally, black
'
Greek-letter organizations are very much
an established part of the Greek college
community and deserve to be treated with
equal respect and consideration.
CORINNE E. ARCHIE
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.
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The piece is clearly slanted. An article
that devotes six paragraphs to the horrors of
hazing and one sentence to philanthropy is
hardly objective. What happened to showing both sides of the story, NEWSWEEK?
SUSAN NEBROSKI
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.
The Greeks are back, but so are the problems of hazing and discrimination. I am in
complete agreement about the dangers of

Spain's one of the
few places where
you can afford
to live not like a
studen~

Being an active memberof the Pi Beta Phi
Sorority at the University of Michigan, I
can assure you that this school year already
my house has been involved in numerous
civic services to the campus and community. My house has so far helped run the
student-government elections, hosted a
Halloween party for retarded children,
raised money for burn victims and helped
with tags for the Humane Society. Sounds
like all we do is party, puke and cause
disturbance to our fellow neighbors, huh?
Granted that social functions are a part of
our life, but they do not take precedence
over everything. Your magazine owes the
Greek system an apology.
MICHELLE ROSINSKI
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Letters to the Editor, with the writer's
name and address and daytime telephone
number, should be sent to: Letters Editor,
Newsweek On Campus, 444 Madison
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Letters
may be edited for reasons of space and clarity.

" I've been three times, .and I'd go
as often as I could. It's amazing, the
level of sophistication and chic you
can afford to e~perience . .. from
Madrid to Barcelona to Marbella.
The shopping is fabulous-the
boutiques are filled with bargains.
It's just easy, relaxing, fun-loving . ..
and I love it."
-Robin D'Alessandro
New York, N. Y.
Spain. Everything under the
sun. For full information, just
call toll-free 1-800-331-1750
(Operator 222). Or see your
travel agent.

"5-pf)NJt

Spain. It's all Europe
in a single cou~try.

Getting down to business: North Caroli/la students Nall Tettertoll, Johll Wilde alld Junius Tillery await job interviews

The Conservative Student
There's an unmistakable new mood on American campuses-but will it last?
They descended on Washington by the
thousands, from campuses as diverse as
Berkeley and Ole Miss, to celebrate a triumph: the second Inauguration of Ronald
Reagan. Buttoned-down and attentive, they
reveled in the pomp and pageantry, basked in
visions ofpeace and applauded the "opportunity society 'they hope lies ahead. They also
delivered a message: that a growing number
ofyouthful Americans think it is all right to
a lute the flag, free enterprise and traditional value . I don t think its materialistic to
want a climate offreedom in which you can
u e the gift God gave you to acquire some
property and build a home and raise your
family," said national College Republican
chairman David Miner. 'You re not on this
earth to discu s ideology and lie around in
ta tiered clothes like a hippie; you re supposed
tog t buy and hape up."

No matt r how arefully programmed
thi oll giat turnout the entiment , the
h r ou thful joy of the 19 5 Inaugural
would ha e been unthinkable 10 year ago.

But there's a new conservatism on campus,
and the presidential campaign brought it
home in terms no one could ignore. Across
the country, legions of students turned out
to register new Republicans-and signed
up 320,000 between April and October
alone. On election night, students voted
for Ronald Reagan by the same 3-2 margin as the rest of the nation. And throughout the campaign, polls revealed that the
youngest voters-those between the ages
of 18 and 24-showed the strongest allegiance of all to America's septuagenarian
patriarch.
Politics is not the only evidence of the
new mood. Schools from Brown to Berkeley
report a battening down, a retrenchment, a
caution reflected in everything from decreased drug use to slicked-up dress. The
riotous rebellions of the late '60s and early
'70 eem to have been replaced by a gettingdown-to-bu iness ethic. The 19th annual
urvey of freshmen by UCLA Prof. Alexander A tin, for instance, shows that 67. 8
percent of this year's crop-a record-lists

making more money as a "very important"
reason for attending college.
Sororities and fraternities are back in
force: at the University of Michigan, where
membership was so low a decade ago that
totals weren't officially recorded, 18 percent of the student body now belongs to
Greek houses. Curriculum control is
tighter-with student approval. Even
schools like Hampshire College in Amherst, Mass., founded in 1970 to provide
highly individualized programs, a.re cracking down on requirements, partly to attract
more applicants. Hair is shorter (one Brown
student pegs the prevailing male style as a
blend of punk and Reagan-"hair that
seems to get wider as it goes up") and
clothes are preppier. (John Coen, a Notre
Dame senior, describes the "beautiful people" on campus: "khaki pants, button-down
shirts, Lands' End sweaters and corduroy
hats-and they never wear socks, not even
in negative 80-degree weather.") And although there are still causes like nuclear war
and South African investment that can rally

student act1V1sts, the prevailing
concern seems to be looking out
for No. 1.
Why the change? Parents, professors and pundits-themselves
often alumni of the fractious
'60s-speak of the "youthful
blues" or "the disillusioned generation," and there seems to be
some truth to the insight. Today's
students lived through Watergate,
the demoralizing end of the Vietnam War, the energy crisis and
four painful recessions. Many of
· them profess weariness with the
old liberal agenda, a perception
that it-and the campus unrest of
the '60s-did little for the wellbeing of individuals or the world .
At Minnesota's Carleton College,
still more liberal than many
schools, a crowd of students
threatened to storm the careerplacement center in January be- The Rev. Jerry Falwell, Darlene Pope of Students for America: A chorus of conservative voices
cause a CIA recruiter was conducting job interviews. But senior David creationism. They were given a rousing wel- Civil Disobedience' in one of my courses. I
· Sheehan spoke for others in a newspaper come by conservative stars like Phyllis taught it because I thought it was weak. The
commentary: "I found myself agitated by Schlafly, North Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms students would like it, and I would knock
the sanctimony and apparent thoughtless- and the Rev. Jerry Falwell. Falwell noted down the argument from conscience that
i' ness of the protesters. This demonstration
with pleasure the fact that conservative Thoreau makes. Today it is very difficult to
· accomplished nothing useful."
voices now resound in academe: "I can get students to take seriously the argument
Many students call themselves "prag- recall just 10, 15 years ago I would go to in Thoreau's essay. I have to work very hard
matic" -and the freshman poll bears them campuses-and you would literally take to get students to take the claim of conyour life in your hands."
~out (page 9). Only one out of five freshmen
science seriously. "
now calls himself a "liberal" (compared
Part of the difference today, of course, is
"When I tell students now that I saw], 500
with one in three in 1970), and 71.2 percent
list being "very well off financially" as a students on the Green at a rally to discuss that the issues themselves have changed.
prime objective in life (against 39.1 percent educational reform, they look at me like What galvanized the student protesters of
in 1970). Yet on social issues, attitudes don't I'm talking about a man from outer space, " the '60s were concerns that were directly
sound so conservative. Nine out of 10 say says Brown political-science Prof Edward related to their own lives-or their immedi"women should receive the same salary and N Beiser. "When I came here I would ate surroundings. On the international
opportunities for advancement as men in teach Henry David Thoreau's 'Essay on plane was a war-and a draft-that affected
comparable positions" (only 22.4
percent agree that "the activities of
married women are best confined
to the home and family"), and 46.8
percent think "if two people really
like each other, it's all right for
them to have sex even if they've
known each other for only a very
short time."
There are, of course some True
1" Believers-and one reason college
conservatives seem so prominent
is that they are getting more organized. Many have founded conser. vative newspapers as alternatives
to the established campus press
(page 12). Students for Americaa nine-month-old group that
champions free enterprise, a
strong national defense and God
-held its first national convention in Washington on Inaugural
weekend. Delegates passed resolutions that classed abortion and
homosexuality as illegal and
endorsed the introduction of class- Their turn: Leaders of Students for America in Washington during Inaugural weekend
r room prayers and the teaching of
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Pallottine

with a fast-track vocational approach to
higher education, he says, tend to look
down on those pursuing broader schooling
"as second-class citizens who don't know
what the real world is about."
Not surprisingly, students tend to see it
differently. "We keep having it drummed
into us that we're at the tail end of the baby
boom and that there might be no jobs for
us," says Elizabeth McLarney, a 21-yearold Brown junior from Kansas City, Mo.
"You step on who you have to."
David Pickell, editor of Berkeley's Daily
Californian, agrees, suggesting that the
growing concern with personal success has
more to do with the age of limits than with
politics: "In the '60s, your future was guaranteed. The economy was in a boom, there
was no inflation. Mario Savio [leader of
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too much money to support the economic
system, and that if you're going to live in a
free society you might as well live in a free ,
_economic system, as well." In a tongue-incheek gesture designed, to make light of the
prevailing campus attitude about the GOP,
the Carleton Republicans plan to adopt as vtheir new logo a clenched fist much like the
symbol of '60s radicals-only this one will
be clutching dollar bills.
"We grew up in a time ofgreat uncertainty
and instability about our institutions. I th ink
a lot of these trials and tribulations added on
to the normal fears kids have in growing up. I
think since 1980, a lot of today's students
have rejoiced in a feeling ofsecurity that was
lacking during our junior-high and high- ,.
school years. For the younger part of the -
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'President Reagan's appeal is based on his ability to create rising expectations'
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Berkeley's Free Speech Movement] could
shift out of physics .into philosophy. Now
students feel like they don't have a choice.
They want something they can hang on to,
so they go right for those fast-track fiGlds
like engineering and computer science. But
that doesn't make students conservative.
They could be closet conservatives or closet
liberals-nobody knows."
There are plenty of thoughtful students
whose political views and personal aspirations are deeply intertwined-but they're
not easily pigeonholed politically. Many of
them have come to believe that what's good
for the tudentjob market is probably good
for the country as well. Jennifer Polli, a 19year-old ophomore at Brown, says she
tarted considering her elf a Republican in
her freshman year. ' I m a Republican for
the long-term benefits that I see they're
bringing to the country," she explains. "I
feel the United State government spends

population, President Reagan has filled the
needs for security, renewed belief in institutions and given hope for the United States as
a nation to prosper in the future. "

Mike Singer witnessed firsthand some- •
thing the rest of the nation saw on the
evening news. As president of USC's Student Senate, he introduced both Democratic presidential candidate Walter Mondale and Republican Vice President
George Bush to the Los Angeles campusand watched from the platform as Mondale was loudly heckled and Bush basked
in approving chants of "peace through
strength." And as he suggests, the Republican appeal for students during Campaign
'84 was probably much broader than simple economics-or even simple politics. "I
would see politics as part of a general
conservative trend that manifests itself in
many things," says Doris Betts, chair of
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the faculty council at the University of
North Carolina. "The politics is simply
part of a larger change. It's a reaction to
the excesses of the '60s."
That reaction is most obvious in the
nation's classrooms, where much of the
late '70s was spent trying to undo excesses-especially, by trying to reinstate
academic standards that had been relaxed
too far. Professors report a "new civility"
at work, a restrained skepticism many view
as academically healthy. "It's not as easy
for me to get an argument going in class
anymore," says Charles Dickerson, a history professor at Carleton, "but when I do,
it's going to be a better argument than in
the past."
Many students think the return of fraternities and sororities is part of the same
search for structure and support-in this
case, on a social level-that was lost in the
'60s rebellion against all things established.
(Some, in fact, suggest that the most careerminded members see membership as a way
to build business contacts for the future.)
Meanwhile, drug use appears to be less ubiquitous than it once was-in part, no doubt,
because students are hardly immune to the
fascination with physical fitness that has
changed the habits of the entire nation. But
alcohol has made a big comeback. "The
thing to do now is to be completely serious
all week and then get totally tanked and
throw up on the weekend," says Bill Clary,
who graduated from Carleton in 1981.
"When I was a student, things were more
relaxed, so there was less of a need for that
type of release."
·
Finally, there's the matterof dress. Just as
the students of decades past found a style to
call their own, so have today's-and in most
places, it can only be described as high prep.
"In the late 1960s, our business dropped off
drastically,'' says Martin Nobile of J. Press
in New Haven, Conn., who has outfitted
Yalies for 30 years. "Now, if we don't get
'em when they're freshmen, they come in for
a couple of suits when they're seniors, looking for jobs."
For all their pinstripes, today's students
might still manage to enrage a Moral Majoritarian or two. As Carleton's Hammel
puts it, "Students are not going to stop
having sex just because Ronald Reagan is
president. " And it's not just their private
lives that run afoul of conservative dogma.
Last fall University of Michigan political
scientist Greg Markus surveyed 180 students, primarily freshmen and sophomores. What he found was widespread
support for Ronald Reagan-and just as
widespread rejection of conservative ideologies. Although survey respondents called
for a reduction in federal spending, for
instance, they declined to name specific
programs for cuts. "I'd ask them, 'Do you
want to cut food stamps?' " says Markus.
" 'No.' 'Do you want to cut aid to depend(Continued on page 14)
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soon to be corrected by another wave like
that of the' 60s. "Reagan's appeal is based on
his abifity to create rising expectations," ,...
says Carleton political scientist Norman J.
Vig. "But he's got to deliver or it will come
Timothy Leibowitz, a member of the
crashing down.'' Brown sophomore James
Berkeley College Republicans, concedes that
Bernard, 19, thinks the course of world
he's in part rebelling against his parents.
"They both were at Berkeley in the early '60s
events can once again play a big role-just as
it did in the '60s. "There was apathy then
and ran around in the free-speech demonand there's apathy now," he says. "If tomorstrations. They got caught up in the fad ofthe
time. The Republican Party is more pragrow they started drafting people, you'd see
matic and realistic. We see man as capable of
a lot of people in the streets."
doing evil as well as good. Democrats say
But there's a hitch in the pendulum thetrust the Soviets-we can negotiate with
ory: virtually everyone agrees that the '80s
them. We see them/or the animals they are."
are not just a replay of the '50s. "After
W odd War II, we were in a resurgence,"
Leibowitz sees himself as a realist-in
says USC Dean of Students Robert
direct contrast to the flailing idealists of the
Mannes, a 30-year faculty member. "There •
radical '60s. And many of his peers share
was a feeling you could go to college, get
married and live happily ever
after. Then kids saw their parents weren't particularly happy. People were already upset
when the Vietnam War came
along, but the war was the last
straw. Today we're not in
quite the same place as the
'50s. Students are not as gungho and the resurgence is not
quite as strong. In the '50s ..
there was an attitude that if
the United States was involved
with something, it must be
right. Now students realize
that things go wrong, that
there is corruption.''
Brown Prof. George W.
Morgan, who taught applied
mathematics from 1950to 1961
and currently teaches extradepartmental courses at the
school, sounds a similar theme:
that some student sensibilities
may have been permanently altered by ideas that emerged
on the steps of Morehead Planetarium at UNC: A return to plaids and sweaters
from the protest era. "The kind
of awakening that occurred
that view, although they place much less
Former Sen. George McGovern, the liber- cannot be simply written off," Morgan arimportance on party labels. Their credo al Democrat whose own presidential candi- gues. "I taught students in the late '50s and
might be that of David Boudreau, a Carle- dacy was swept away by Richard Nixon's early '60s about ecological problems and the
ton enior who says, "I go for what works.·" 1972 landslide, is now teaching a course in problems of the cities, and they wouldn't
Brown' Polli, for instance, explains her American foreign policy at Duke. "I believe know what I was talking about. Now stuRepublican allegiance in highly practical very strongly in the pendulum theory ofpoli- dents aren't ignorant of the problems in the
term , criticizing the Democrats for "just tics," he says. "You go through periods of same way."
throwing money" at real problems: "It reform, agitation, change, hungerfor a radiCarleton's Dickerson thinks what is
might make a lot of bubbles, but they're all cal or at least liberal change in the way things afoot is "not a turning back of the clock,
going to go down the ink. '
are being done. We become dissatisfied. We but a development of a new political synThe ame practical approach character- want the government to move on the environ- thesis.'' For the moment, its main goalsize many on the left. At Houston's Texas ment, move on civil rights, move on South stability, prosperity and optimism-seem
Southern, a predominantly black school, Africa . .. Then you go through along period personified in the can-do figure of Ronald
coordinator of tudent activities Beverly where people are more quiescent, more cyni- Reagan. But given the profound pragmaCaldwell think that in the 1984 election, cal of political solutions. People don't want tism of so many students, any gloating over
ignifi ant numbers of TSU students feared government interfering with their private a new generation of converts by more tradinew ut in tudent financial aid if Reagan lives. I think we 're going through this latter tional conservatives may be drastically
wa r -ele ted- and voted against him on stage now. "
·
that pragmatic ground. And a a USC freshSHEILS with WAYNE RUTMAN
man in 1981 Annette Haddad joined a
McGovern may be right: the sweeping
in Washington, JOHN'HARRIS in Northfield,
Minn., LAURIE De LATER in Ann Arbor, Mich.,
group ailed Student for Economic De- campus changes of the '80s may be little
ERIC HUBLER in Providence, MARGARET '
mo ra y, whi h led prote t again t nuclear more than another swing of the pendulum,
MITTELBACH in Berkeley and bureau reports
(Continued from page 11)
ent women and children?' 'No.' 'Do you
want to cut aid to education?' 'God, no'.''

energy and university investments in South
Africa. She soon quit the group. "I realized
that there are more practical and efficient
ways to change society," says Haddadlike spending last spring working for the
Democratic National Committee.
Some observers, in fact, think that party
designations-and even adjectives like
"conservative"-simply cloud the new reality. "A lot of students aren't sure what it
means," says Deil Wright, alumni distinguished professor of political science at
Chapel Hill. "To them, conservatism
means patriotism, and I think they identify
with a president who is the Olympics, July
Fourth, waving flags. Patriotism was out in
the '60s and '70s. I think the new conservatism means being optimistic, upbeat on
America, middle class."
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MULTIPLE CHOICE
student decided to team up with his roommate,
computer-science major Ed Dawson, to see if they
couldn't do better. Arlton, a World War II buff,
called on his know ledge of history and engineering
'
to simulate real battles. Then Arlton provided the
"dynamics," or movement, and Dawson the file
structure for the programming that allows the
enemy to "think" rather than move randomly.
After 2,000 hours of tinkering, they came up
with Gato, named after a class of World War II
submarine. Unlike routine shoot-'em-up games,
Gato was designed not to give lucky breaks. To
succeed at increasing levels of difficulty, players
must consider such factors as the fuel consumed
and the time it takes to launch a torpedo. Even
their teachers give Arlton and Dawson high
marks for Gato: competing games, says Colorado
aerospace-engineering Prof. Robert Culp, are "almost primitive" in comparison. Gato also captivated Spectrum HoloByte, a Boulder computergraphics company, which bought the rights in
September 1983 and has sold 15,000 copies worldwide; the publisher expects to sell 100,000 copies
this year. Arlton and Dawson receive royalties of
15
Dawson, Ariton with Gato (and their pet cat Stinky): No lucky breaks for the players
§ e~~~~~ough, the partners may split up. Arlton, 23, who has maintained both a part-time programmingjob and
a 3.8 GPA, is aiming for Stanford's business school next fall-even
Ping! ... Japanese sonar detects your submarine. Blip! ... Your though he has already scored a success that might make any
weaty fingers manage to fire the torpedoes. Blam! ... The enemy businessman proud. "If you stopped every time you did something
destroyer Nagoya Maru is blasted to bits. Click! . .. You punch the right, you'd never get anywhere," he says. Dawson, 22, is hoping to
e cape key, and ... whew! ... another nerve-racking session of devote himself to Poseidon Systems, Inc., the laser-disc-technology
firm he founded last summer-that is, if he graduates this summer.
Gato comes to an end.
If you ve grown addicted to Gato, the simulated warfare that has "Good grades and programming just don't go together," he says
become one of the hotte t-selling computer games in the country, ruefully. Both partners still share one Gato-related goal, however.
blame it on two seniors at the University of Colorado. Two years As humiliating as it may sound, neither inventor can yet play the
ago, when his brother got a computer, Paul Arlton was disappoint- game at better than beginner's level. "We've created a monster,"
ed by the available game software. The aeronautics-engineering says Dawson.
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How to Learn
Opera as a Pro
Most a piring actors, dancers
and other performer face a
grueling postgraduate grind. If
they're lucky, they wait on tables
while triving for a breakthrough·
if they're unlucky, they wait on
unemployment line . Thanks to
the University of Houston and
the Hou ton Grand Opera, however at lea t one group of artists
can kip the ' tarving" tage. The
Hou ton Opera Studio, now in it
ighth ea on, offer a ninemonth, $11 000 tipend that' ren wable for three years. Students
appear in major role with the
ompany while tudying voice
drama and foreign language at
th uni er ity and they u ually
go n to
n better thing : 41 of
4 'grad 'ar n w regularly empl
d profe i nal . In the comp titive opera world, that make
admi ion to HOS a top prior16

The big time: Eugene Perry and Phyllis Treigle of HOS

ity," says 23-year-old applicant
Celeste Emmons. So far this year
630 men and women have auditioned for five openings.
The studio, which is open to
singers, composers, librettists,
coach/accompanists, stage directors and choreographers, is the
brainchild of music Prof. Carlisle
Floyd, a composer, and David
Gockley, general director of the
Houston company. Their goal is
both to challenge and reward the
students, most of whom have
already finished college. "We
agreed early on," explains Floyd,
"that no singer, for instance,
would sing in the opera chorus."
This policy helped allow lyric coloratura Erie Mills to take over at
the last minute the role of Sophie
in a Houston Grand Opera production of "Der Rosenkavalier."
"She made a sensation," says
Gockley of Mills, who has since
debuted at La Scala and the New
Yark City Opi;ra. "It benefited
her tremendously."
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This probably isn't what they had in mind at the Neeley Vending Co.:
the University of Texas has installed a Neeley sandwich-vending
machine to dispense course catalogs. "It was chosen for its relatively
• roomy shelves," says registrar Albert Meerzo, pointing proudly at the
shelf where the thick graduate-school catalog sits. "That's usually where
they put the large platters. The smaller rows can accommodate
submarines."
There is, actually, a reason for this: the school wanted to make
catalogs available at a location other than the crowded registrar's office.
Since it was installed ih September in the Texas Tower, the machine has
been a big success. It sells about 20 catalogs a night for $1 apiece (the
.- grad-school epic costs $2). "We usually sell all the popular ones first,"
says Meerzo. "You know, the graduate school, business administration,
law." The only problem: students often run the built-in dollar changer
out of money when they're scoring quarters for the washing machine.
' Undaunted, the university plans to install another catalog vendor in its
new visitors' center.

UT catalog vendor: Hold the mayo-and the sandwich

Quick, Cheap, Convenient-And YuIDIDY

Fitzgerald: Dorm-room delights

For those who are fed up with dining-hall
diets, Duke senior Mollie Fitzgerald has
dished out some fresh alternatives. They're in
her delightfully thorough "On Campus Cookbook" (Workman, $4. 95), a culinary guide
that's geared to the student's limited time,
space and budget. Concocted for the "nonkitchen" chef, the book requires little more
than the basic hot pot, toaster oven and blender that are often p~rmitted in dorm roomsplus a dollop of inventiveness. Using the kind
of aluminum-foil pans that might be saved
from a frozen-brownie binge (and only 10
other utensils), students are encouraged to
produce such goodies as lemon-broiled chicken (basted with a lemon/butter/Worcestershire/honey sauce) for dinner or creamy taco
dip for snacks. Fitzgerald also offers some tips
on campus entertaining (bake eggs in tinfoil

cups for a prefootball brunch), and she urges
men as well as women to take wooden spoon
in hand. "It's not just a cookbook," says the
22-year-old anthropology major, "it's a lifestyle book."
Fitzgerald discovered her own taste for
cooking as a child, and she often served as
family cook because both her parents had jobs.
As a freshman, she gained celebrity with "Cable Cooking," a weekly TV show that was shot
in her dorm room. She also runs a catering
business each summer and has studied with
such haute cuisine chefs as Marcella Hazan,
the noted expert on Italian food. Fitzgerald's
campus cuisine is hardly intended to be
matched against the four-star variety-lots of
canned soups and other convenience foods are
involved-but slurping gazpacho by candlelight in 308 North never sounded so good.

;_; Brief Encounters

A for Amsterdam

When the campus starts to close in
around you, consider some new horizons.
,., The National Student Exchange program
can arrapge for temporary transfers-a semester or a year-to any of 75 schools
~ ranging from the College of the Virgin Islands to the University of Minnesota. The
result for many students, says NSE executive director Bette Worley, is "a new sense
~ of independence and self-confidence." They
need a 2.5 GPA and must take courses that
are transferable to their own institutions.
Because most members are state schools
,. and will waive nonresident fees, there is
often no extra tuition. Predictably, the most
popular sites offer sun and sea: the University of Hawaii at Manoa gets four times more
,... applications than it can handle. (Bette Worley, Indiana University-Purdue University
at Ft. Wayne, 2101 Coliseum Boulevard
East, Ft. Wayne, Ind. 46508.)

If grade points soar this year at
Southern College in Collegedale,
Tenn., the liftoff may be due to
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines. In an
offshoot of airlines' frequent-flier
programs, KLM has agreed to give
students travel credits for passing
marks, ranging from $8 per semester hour of A to $5 per hour of C.
The novel program was devised by a
KLM consultant whose daughter
attends the Seventh-day Adventist
school, and officials hope it can help
boost a declining enrollment. According to Donald Chase, a junior
accounting major, travel credits are
"a real incentive to study hard."
Even top scholars won't win a free
ride, however; they'll st111 have to
get to the nearest airport-two
hours away in Atlanta-to cash in.

NSE director Worley (left) in planning session
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.CAREERS

Carrying Uncle Sam's Flag
The Foreign Service is a tough but enticing career.
rian Mohler has paid his dues. First,
he toiled as a staff assistant to an
assistant secretary of state, working
killer hours for little recognition. Even
though he saw his boss at least 10 times a
day, Mohler says, "it was six months before
he even knew my name." After 18 months in
Wa hington, Mohler was rewarded with a
vice consul job in Strasbourg, France.
While the setting fulfilled all his expectations of glamour, the work didn't. Mostly,
he pushed paper-issuing visas, replacing
passports, registering American births and
vi iting American prisoners in French jails.
And then there was the grim task of notifying the families of Americans who died in
his territory. "Practically every month,"
Mohler groans, "an American tourist passing through my district dropped dead."
Now, after 10 years in the Foreign Service,
Mohler is finally getting to do what he really
wants. He's back in Washington, working
on trade issues for the State Department's
Japan desk-virtually assured that his next
post will be Tokyo.
Mohler's story typifies the budding career of a young Foreign Service officer: grueling assignments often in small faraway
countries, obscure jobs that hardly seem
related to the profession of diplomacy. Most
of the 3,850 officers in the U.S. diplomatic
corps serve in 234 embassies and consulates
in 133 countries throughout the world.

B

Starting salaries, which range from $21,042
to $22,531, are good but not fantastic, considering the amount of education and experience demanded. Opportunities for career
advancement are hampered by the political
appointees in diplomatic posts and the encroachment of specialists in such fields as
agriculture or military affairs. And thanks
to instantaneous communications between
the State Department and its outposts, Foreign Service officers often feel something
like glorified errand boys and girls.
Then there is the increasing danger
caused by the rise of terrorism around the
world. "Years ago when you went out to a
post, the budget might have been lousy and
there might have been bugs all over the
place, but it was unlikely that anybody
would shoot you," says Andrew Steigman,
former ambassador to Gabon and a 26-year
veteran of the service.
Despite all this, the Foreign Service remains an enticing career: 17,631 people
took the first step, its written exam, in 1984.
What is the appeal? "It's the glamour of an
overseas post, the glamour of being in on
policymaking decisions, the distant promise that they may one day become an assistant secretary of state," says Robert Lystad,
an associate dean at Johns Hopkins School
of Advanced International Studies.
Getting into the Foreign Service can be as
hard as coping with the tedium in Bora-

Mohler: 'Friends all over the world'
Bora. Candidates must endure written and
oral exams, a tough physical checkup and
an extensive background check. Only 1 out
of 65 makes it all the way through the 18month process. The written test eliminates
80 percent. It is a four-hour multiple-choice
exam-open, free of charge, to any American citizen over 20. The test covers both
intellectual ability and personal characteristics considered important for the major
job areas in Foreign Service-administration, economics and political and cultural
sensitivity.

T

U. S. J ice consul, in Bombay: 'The glamour of an overseas post'
20

hose who pass the written test face
an all-day "assessment" six months
later. First comes a 45-minute interview with questions on political, economic
and cultural affairs and theoretical problems like, "What would you do if an American plane crashed in the country where you
are serving?" Next come two 45-minute
writing exercises on international affairs
and document analysis. Then teams of six
candidates "role play" a variety of thorny
situations, from anti-American protesters
to bad embassy plumbing. Finally, the "IN
BASKET" test determines each candidate's
skill at organization and management.
About two months after the orals, the
survivors (about 4 percent of the original
applicants) undergo an exhaustive medical
exam. (If a candidate is married, the candidate's family must also be examined.) Anyone who requires regular medical treatment
or whose health can be aggravated by climate or geography could be disqualified.
Those who pass undergo a scrupulous
check into their background. All Foreign
Service officers must qualify for top-secret
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security clearance. "We're not the CIA,"
says Frontis Wiggins, the officer in charge
of the Foreign Service examination process,
"but it is a thorough investigation."
New Foreign Service officers begin with
three months of in-house training, then
spend at least six months as a consular
officer. At first, young diplomats ship off to
less desirable outposts and get transferred
about every two years. If, after four years,
they are judged unsuitable for diplomacy,
they're dismissed. (About 10 percent wash
out.) The qualifiers receive career appointments-and more substantive assignments.
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he Foreign Service has moved far
beyond the days when the Eastern
establishment old-boy network
heavily influenced recruiting. Last year it
hired more graduates of Berkeley than Harvard, more from the University of Washington than Yale and more from Georgetown
than anywhere else. And thanks partly to an
affirmative-action program, 30 percent of
new officers hired in the past three years are
women and 20 percent are minorities. "This
influx is having a significant' impact on
changing the structure of the service," says
Wiggins. "We will end up eventually with a
service that is completely balanced."
Although few question the qualifications
of Foreign Service officers for what they
do-more than half of the newest appointees hold master's degrees and nearly half
speak at least one foreign language-the
diplomatic corps is probably less attractive
than it once was. "The Foreign Service
hasn' t been getting the best and the bright-

.. est," says Allan Goodman, associate dean
at the School of Foreign Service at Georgetown. Goodman blames both the drawn-out
exam process and the growing appeal of
lucrative international business opportunities. Others say that pressures on a marriage
make Foreign Service difficult. Not only are
families regularly uprooted, in an era of
two-career families, a spouse not in the service often must make a vocational sacrifice to
follow his or her mate. Yet for all the frustrations, the Foreign Service offers a special
satisfaction to young diplomats. "I have
friends all over the world," says Brian
Mohler. "And I feel that I'm doing something for my country, something useful."
RON GIVENS with bureau reports

Rumple Minze. Icy cool. Authentically Ge: :1w:1.
The boldly refreshing peppermint schnapps from Germany. 100 proof. Enjoy in moderation.
Imported by The Paddington Corp., New York, NY U.S.A.
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Solidarity: Yale students picket in support of striking university employees

Labor Unions Go to College
hey are, for the most part, the unseen
women of campus life-the dean's
secretary, the scholarship-check
writer, the registrar's clerk who knows
whether there's still an empty chair in History 329. Often unnoticed, unappreciated
and underpaid, they are now being wooed
by deft new suitors, labor unions promising
better pay and benefits for the women who
help colleges run on time. Big Labor is going
to college-with plans to teach a few lessons
of its own. "The universities are fertile
ground for us," says John Geagan, general
organizer of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU). "It may take some
time, but we'll succeed."
For students, the onset of labo:i; activity
on campus can be, for better or worse, strikingly educational. If a union wins an improved salary package from a college, the
bill may have to be paid out of higher tuition
charges. Students may find themselves suddenly caught up in labor strife, with an upclose and personal view of real power plays
that may breathe disturbing life into the
lessons of Economics 101 . Adept unions
don't ignore students, some of whom, eager
to shake the stigma of apathy, have gratefully responded to labor's appeals to "solidarity." Campus agitation may also distract
from the calm of library research or toga
parties. And if a strike occurs, students end
up choosing sides-it's hard to hide in an
ivory tower surrounded by pickets.
The battle lines are being drawn. Yale
University was riven by a 10-weekstrikelast
fall before reaching its first contract with
clerical and technical workers. At Harvard,
six full-time United Auto Workers staffers
are trying to organize the university's 4,000
white-collar workers· the UAW is passing
out buttons that read "We Can't Eat Prestige." At Columbia, the university fought

T

the organizing of its 1, I 00 clerical workers
until the National Labor Relations Board
ruled last month that a UAW local had
fairly won the representation election.
The powerhouse American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) has enrolled chunks of
the massive University of California network. AFSCME already counts more than
125,000 college workers in its fold and has
now turned to the universities of Michigan
and West Virginia.
nions on campus are not new. The
American Association of University Professors has chapters on more
than 1,000 campuses and is an official "bargaining agent" on 50. And some blue-collar
locals have been entrenched in campus
buildings nearly as long as the ivy that
grows outside them. But those are exceptional cases: Census Bureau statistics show
that only about 16 percent of campus employees are union members. What's different today is that organizers have moved into
the white-collar jobs that have traditionally
been nonunion, both on and off campus.
This isn't idealism; with smokestack America shrinking, unions must scurry after new
types of workers.
What unions are finding in the clerical
pools are what's known in the trade as
"pink-collar ghettos," in general low-salaried jobs usually held by women. "The old
notion that it's OK to make rotten money
because you're working in a good atmosphere has lost its appeal," says Jackie Ruff
of the SEIU. "Nobody wants dead-end
jobs." But the struggle for more money or
job opportunities brings the union up
against universities that i:tre desperately trying to trim their budgets, as the unpleasant
conflict at Yale proved again.
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At Yale, the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees International spent four
years and $4 million organizing 2,500 clerical and technical campus workers. The
union pledged to win higher wages for the
new members and, for a unit that was 82
percent women, to close the gap between
what men and women on campus earned. To
do that, the union argued the doctrine of
"comparable worth," according to which
jobs typically held by men-say, maintenance worker-should be paid at the same
rate as jobs of equal usefulness typically held
by women-say, administrative assistant.

ale rejected many of the demands
and the union went on strike. The
unionized cafeteria workers honored the picket lines, thus shutting down the
school's dining halls. Yale doled out $72.80
a week in meal money to students, who
inundated local grocers and delis. A few
came out ahead; senior Helen Hayes saved
enough to fly home to Arizona for Christmas. But all were discomfited, especially the
freshmen. Says junior Tony Phelan, "A
freshman's entire social structure revolves
around the dining hall, and it wasn't there."
Classes were disru.p ted, too, because some
faculty and students didn't want to cross
picket lines.
After 10 weeks, the union settled for a bit
more money and concessions that would
" begin to close the wage gap between maleand female-dominated jobs. The Yale package has emboldened other unions, but administrators have learned a different lesson:
you can't have a strike if you don't have a
union. "The cost of the disruption [at Yale]
is likely to be weighed very heavily here,"
says Harvard general counsel Daniel
Steiner. Or, as a Harvard professor once
said, it's time to Fight Fiercely.
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ARIC PRESS with JERRY BUCKLEY
in New Haven, Conn., and bureau reports

Good help is still hard to find.
ut we keep looking. Because we
know there are still good men out
there. Men with strong-Convictions and the courage to act on them.
Men who want to feed the hungry.
Gmsole those in despair. Free those
imprisoned for religious beliefs.
If the man we:ve described sounds
like you, maybe you should become
one of us. We're the Trinitarians. An
800-year-old order of Catholic priests
and brothers dedicated to tackling
some of the world's toughest problems.
For more information, call us at
(301) 484-2250, or send for our
free brochure.
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Father Bill Moorman, Director of Vocations
The Trinitarians
P.O. Box 5719 •Baltimore, MD 21208

Tell me more about the Trinitarians.
Name _ _ __ _ __ __
Address _ __

_ __ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ Scace _ _ Zip _ _

f!tttrr~s

A ROMAN CATHOLIC COMMUNITY OF
PRJESTSAND BROTHERS.

L-----------------------~

1heliinitarians. Join us, and the
world will never be the same.

Athens'," says Bert Downs,
the R .E.M. lawyer. People also
theorize about the air and the
red Georgia clay. Athens does
have a large university with a
strong fine-arts curriculum,
and it is a cheap place to live,
but there is nothing really different about it. Like kudzu,
Athens rock just growed.
The town is crawling with ;.
students like Bryan Lilje, a senior majoring in painting and
drawing and a member of two
bands, Mantra Factory and
Lamb Putty. He describes his
music with Lamb Putty as
"conceptual hell" and "musical pain" and confesses to a lean •
musical education. "I can't
play any bar tunes-no Beatles,
no Rolling Stones, no Velvet
Underground," says Lilje. "I
started playing because everyDreams So Real at The 40 Watt Club Uptown: 'You've got Athens, New York and L.A.--and that's it' body else was." The rock-androll bug can bite hard. Ort
(a.k.a. William Orten Carlton)
introduces himself by saying,
"My private music collection
includes 35,000 singles, 10,000
t's nearly 12 on a Friday night in Athens, Ga., and The 40 Watt albums and endless anecdotes." An Athens native with a degree in
Club Uptown is going strong. A local band, The Kilkenny Cats, broadcasting, Ort is the unofficial historian of Athens rock. With no
has just launched into their third number-a steamy little thumper provocation, he will tell you such obscure musicological data as the
called "Shaking in the Sixties"-and their loyal fans respond by names of the bands that started at Kathleen O'Brien's birthday
pelting them with a cascade of flowers . The throng surrounding the party in 1980: Men in Trees, Side Effects and R.E.M.
Five years and countless club dates later, R.E.M . is at the top of
boot-high stage starts to jump and grind, and a few overeager
leather-clads pogo and slam dance, causing bodies to bounce about. the heap in Athens. The group has built a national following
It's nights like this that cause University of Georgia sophomore through an EP and two albums filled
Kelly Long to marvel, "Athens has a hell of a lot of good music for with propulsive rhythms, catchy melosuch a smaJl town. " No doubt about it, in this town, there's good dies and obscure-to-mystical lyrics.
rockin' at midnight.
Locally the band has become so popuMaybe Athens, home of the University of Georgia, isn't that lar that it has trouble finding a place to
different from any moderate-size college town with a lot of active play. While preparing songs for its
local bands. But Athens (population: 42,549) has one thing that third album, R.E.M. wanted to try out
most other towns don't: bands that have made it big. First the B-52's new songs in front of a live audience, so
in the late '70s and recently R .E.M. signed with major record labels it performed at a local club under an
and became national successes. At the same time, a flock of other assumed name-Hornets Attack Vicgroups- including Love Tractor and the now extinct bands, Pylon tor Mature. Says lead singer Michael
and Method Actor -have enjoyed varying degrees of regional and Stipe, 25, "I had to sign autographs
national attention. Now there are upwards of 40 or 50 bands in twice in the last week. It was real
Athen - like the Kilkenny Cats, the Squalls and the Night- embarrassing."
porter - who are working hard. The musical environment is so
intense that one local partisan, Brant Slay, a sophomore in business
till, R .E.M. plans to stick around
education, declare , ' When it comes to music, you've got Athens,
Athens-unlike the B-52's who
you ve got New York, you've got L.A., and that's about it."
moved to New York. But then the
If that over tates it, the fact is you can t avoid rock and roll in B-52's took a different route to sucAthen . It eem like everybody in town is in a band. Grab a burger at cess, performing publicly for the first
The Grill and the counterman plays guitar and sings for Dreams So time in 1977 at Max's Kansas City in
Real. Go into the Wuxtry record tore to buy an album and the New York, after playing only at three
a hier u ed to be the bassist for Shelfiife. Athens even has its own parties in Athens. "At the beginning,
rock-and-roll magazine, Ta ty World. "Every story about this place our technical ability was zero," adbegins, 'There mu t be omething about the drinking water in mits B-52's singer Fred Schneider,

Hot Rockin' in Athens
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who went from New Jersey to Athens to be a forestry major and
then dropped out. "It was basically for fun. It was a hobby until
• '° we realized that people were lining up around the block to see us."
Truth be told, Athens has long been a fool's paradise for rock and
roll. While musicians have shown an unrestrained eagerness to play
music, they 've seldom been as enthusiastic about business matters.
The great lost band of Athens, Pylon, died because of poor management. Essentially a group of art students with no musical experience, Pylon created a sensation in New York after playing five
parties and a club date in Athens. But the band never moved beyond
being a best seller on Georgia's premier label, DB Records. "We
never actively sought a major label and none came after us, " recalls
Pylon's bassist, Michael Lachowsky. "We were pretty serious
about our relaxed, unprofessional or fun attitude."
Only recently have bands become serious about making it big. In
the old days, groups built a following by playing at parties, but now
Athens rock has gone public. Clubs have become necessary for
success in Athens, and, fueled by the town's growing musical
reputation, bands now self-consciously groom themselves for bigger and better things. Says Lauren Hall, manager of the Kilkenny
Cats, "People are moving to Athens because-and I hate to use this
word-it's a 'scene'."
hat's what drew Matthew Sweet to Athens from Lincoln,
T
Neb.: "I came here to go to college, but my excuse to come
here was to be someplace where I could play music." After
wor~ing with a couple of Athens groups, Oh-OK and Buzz of
Delight, Sweet has gone out on his own. Atypically, he has rarely
played in the clubs, instead using the studio as a way to build a
musical career. Because he is close to signing on with a major
label, Sweet recently dropped out of Georgia in the middle of his
sophomore year as an English major.
Not every band in Athens, however, gets lucky. One very popular
group, Go Van Go, recently played its last date in Athens (billed as
"Go Van Gone"). The bassist had decided to move to New York in
hopes of a career as a session musician, and the group's leader, Vic
Varney, had decided not to continue the band. At 33, Varney is an
Athens veteran of 10 years: "I'm the only person who's stuck at it in
Athens this long and I'm still not making any money, but I'm still
writing." Why does Athens continue to be such a fertile place for
rock? "It's popular because it's not famous," observes Varney.
"You're still talking about a little hick town in northeast Georgia,
and that's the truth."
RON GIVENS in Athens, Ga .

resemblance to the new group Hornets Attack Victor Mature

A Highftying
Film Fantasy

and crew had signed up the
latest bit of moviemaking gadgetry, a gizmo called Sky-Cam
(also used in last summer's
Olympics). Sky-Cam is a camera suspended in the middle
of four 100-foot-tall cranes,
hooked to wires and driven by
computer. Controlled by an
operator on the ground, it can
move in any direction and yield
spectacular shots that loop
from high in the air down to
ground level. .Theoretically.
Biker: "The dream sequence
was originally going to be entirely shot on Sky-Cam," Parker says. "It didn't work. The
camera crashed. We ended up
with 40 seconds or so of Sky-

FADE IN on a gray winter
day in New York. A suite at the
Plaza Hotel. On the couch is
Alan Parker, director of movies
as disparate as "Bugsy Malone"
and "Shoot the Moon," "Pink
Floyd: The Wall" and "Fame."
In an armchair, a writer is
mushmouthed trying to frame a
capsule description of Parker's
newest, "Birdy," which opens
nationally this month.
"Aaahhh .. . madness," the
writer says. "Right? It's about
madness. And friendship. And
birds. And Vietnam." Silence. Finally: "I have a
little trouble describing
this movie."
"Me, too," Parker
sighs. "I made it and I
have trouble telling people what it's about."
Try this: "Birdy" is a
dark fable about two boyhood friends. One is a
jock, the other a lonershy and withdrawn, fascinated with birds. His
dream is to become a
bird and literally soar
above earthly squalor.
But Birdy pays a high
price for his flight of freedom: home from Vietnam and shocked into
catatonia by what he's
seen, he ends up confined
to a VA hospital. The
sure-footed portrayal of
Birdy by Matthew Mo- Parker: Madness, birds and friendship
dine-a 25-year-old with
boy-next-door looks-is one of Cam for a minute-and-a-half
the most touching things about scene. So I had to think on my
this very good movie. "I avoided feet. The grips made up a little
casting a real weirdo," Parker wooden camera dolly with bicysays. "I wanted someone who cle wheels on it. It was the most
appeared to be completely nor- bizarre sight. And the only way
mal, so you'd always believe in I could keep up with it was, I
him no matter what happened." was on a bike myself behind
Granted, this isn't always them, speeding along shouting
easy. In a pivotal dream scene, out directions."
The great advantage of the
Birdy actually takes off and
flies out over the rooftops of Sky-Cam mess was that after
South Philadelphia. We see it, everything else seemed easy.
what Birdy sees: now high in Only one real problem rethe sky, gazing down on a mained: how to end the picsandlot baseball game, now ture. "Originally, we had a sort
swooping down to the street, of walking-off-into-the-sunset
now skittering along a back type of ending, but it wasn't
alley. It's an exhilarating se- truthful," Parker says . ."I have
quence, one that finally lets us this feeling that a film takes you
see the beauty in Birdy's crazy to where the ending is. That's
need to fly. It almost didn't get why I've often changed endings
made. For this scene Parker while we're shooting. We wrote

this one two days before we shot
it." The ending Parker settled
on is jolting, and when "Birdy"
opened for a limited run in three
cities this winter, even some
critics who liked the picture
pounced on that one part. Parker doesn t care. Per hap _ thinking back to the unexpectedly
violent climax of "Shoot the
Moon,' in which a drunken Albert Finney drives his car into a
crowd of people, Parker says:
"What wa important to me was
that the ending should be optimi tic. My children begged me
not to kill them."
BILL BAROL

you know just what to do: buy.
Or, you 're playing a homestyle trivia game with your
pals. You remember the Maltin
entry for 'Santa Claus Conquers the Martians, ' a 1964
scifi classic in which Santa and
two Earth kids are kidnappd by
Martians to help solve some
domestic trouble back on the
Angry Planet. What sex kitten,
you ask, played one of the Martian brats? They are amazed
and impressed when you tell
them, "Pia Zadora."
Or you may wonder whether
'Love Me Tonight," the movie
that comes on Channel 34 at 1
a.m., is worth losing sleep over.·
Maltin tells you who the stars
are-Maurice Chevalier and
Jeanette MacDonald-gives it

generally
continues until the crater is
plugged by solidifying lava or
virgins." This profusely illustrated book-with its rare
glimpses of extinct creatures
such as the duck-billed mastodon-will teach you how to
build your own planetarium or
backyard nuclear reactor and
make you ridiculously-even
offensively-smart on such bewildering things as "ignominious, sedentary and metaphoric" rocks.
R. G.

Dion DiMucci
Rocks Again
For a few years in the early
' 60s, after Elvis and before the
Beatles, Dion DiMucci was the
very essence of white-boy cool.
On his best records-"RunRemember all those times around Sue," "The Wanderer"
you've been in a science class and "Born to Cry," among othand had no idea what everybody ers-the Bronx-born Dion dewas talking about? Good, then fined a particular kind of capiTom Weller's "Science Made tal-A Attitude that kids all over
Stupid" (80 pages. Houghton the country aspired to: cocky,
Mifflin. $6. 95) is for you. For unflappable, capable of deliverexample, here is how Weller ex- ing on every boast-and doing
plains the origins of astronomy: it in style. In real life, things
"The ancients looked at the weren't quite so rosy for Dion.
heavens and saw the shapes of Toward the end of the decade
gods and animals in the stars. the hits stopped coming. Drugs
This was probably due to wide- and alcohol almost ruined him.
spread drug abuse in ancient But Dion never lost his cool.
times." And see how Weller re- Adopting a folksier musical
duces a complex geologic con- style and a deeply religious lifecept to an absurdly simple level: style, he held on. Today he
"Volcanic eructions are caused works in the gospel field, where
either by a buildup of pressure he is a minor but steady star.
on subterranean pockets of molThe Dion story-all of it-is
ten rock, or by angering the retold on a superb new collection from Arista Records. "Dion/24 Original
Classics" is a model for
everything an anthology
LP should be. All Dion's
hits are here, including
his surprising comeback
record of 1968, the gentle protest ballad "Abraham, Martin and John ."
Mitchell Cohen's notes
are thorough and affectionate, but not afraid
to be critical in places:
he observes, for example,
that the singer's decline
at Columbia Records in
the mid-'60s may have
been his own fault as
much as the label's. Arista even includes the first
Dion (center) with Belmonts: So cool

Science the Way
It Might Be

A Trivial Guide
To Old Movies
So you're tanding in your
favorite video tore, holding a
ca sette of "The Navy Vs. the
Night Mon ter , ' the 1966 epic
tarring, among others Mamie
Van Doren Anthony Eisley
and Bobby Van. Sure, its on
pecial, but i it worth the money? You pull out your copy of
the 1985-86 edition of 'Leonard
Maltin TV Movie ' to check
out the rating ( 'Bomb' ) and
thi re iew: 1) Look at the
title. 2) E amine the ca t. 3) Be
aware that the plot in olve omni orou tree . 4) Don t ay you
weren t warned. Armed with
thi in aluable information

his highest review and proclaims it "one of the best musicals ever made." So you take a
nap and plan on ordering pizza.
These are just three of the
many uses of the new edition of
Maltin's guide, which provides
reviews and a surprising amount
of detail-including directors,
stars, running times and an occasional tidbit of minutiae-for
more than 16,000 movies. It
used to be just "TV Movies," but
that s before its editor became
the movie reviewer for "Entertainment Tonight.' Regardless
oftitle, it remains the best of the
quick-reference guides to motion pictures and made-for-TV
movie . And easily worth four
tars-pl us $9. 95.
R. G.
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release by Dion's group, the
Belmonts, after he left to go
solo; the song proves neatly
just how important the lead
singer's swaggering vocals
were. The collection ends with
three extraordinary, littleknown tracks: "Your Own
Back Yard," an unblinking look
inward from Dion's folkie days;
a live version of "The Wanderer" from 1972, in which a reunited Dion and the Belmonts
joyfully wring new life from
his old hit, and a lively, happy cover of Tom Waits's "Heart
of Saturday Night." Taken
whole, tracing the career of this
terrific singer over 20 years,
the record makes a pretty good
casethatDionisjustwhatanno- tater Cohen claims: an American original.
Metheny: A new career in the movies

"I love the idea of music
combined with pictures.
Writing a film score is
like making the ultimate
rock video." His next
scoring job is for "Twice
in a Lifetime," a Gene
Hackman picture now
set for September re, lease. "But the work
with the group pleases
me too. I'm getting to
do more straight-ahead
jazz stuff, with musicians like Sonny Rollins
and Charlie Haden. If I
wasn't getting to do any
one of those things, I'd
feel like I was missing something. As it is, I
feel like the luckiest cat
in the world."

stories are broadcast as part of
the "Mystery!" series, starting
March 14 (check local listings).
Often the translations are almost letter perfect. The beginning of "A Scandal in Bohemia"-"To Sherlock Holmes
she was always the woman"differs from Doyle only by the
tense of the verb. And while in
London, Holmes sports a top
hat-the famous deerstalker
model was for country wear
only. As Holmes, actor Jeremy
Brett seems to have lifted his
commanding, egocentric persona straight off the printed page.
Conan Doyle would even be
pleased with the producers'
choice of stories: three of the
seven were among the author's
favorites .

B.B.

R. G.

B. B.

Jazz Guitarist
Learns the Score

c

From free-form jazz to the
strict confines of a film scoreit might seem like a quantum
leap, but guitarist Pat Metheny
doesn't see it that way. "We've
always tried to make pictures
with the sounds," he says of the
Pat Metheny Group, whose
haunting abstract instrumentals have landed two Grammies.
"You look at our reviews and
you see the word 'evocative' a
lot. ' So when Metheny and
writing partner Lyle Mays drew
the scoring assignment for John
Schlesinger's "The Falcon and
the Snowman," "the biggest adjustment was on a mechanical

level, timings and tempos and
frames per beat. It's a real challenging gig. You've got to draw
on everything you knowyou've got to be creative, you've
got to come up with hip melodies and all that, plus you've got
to cram it into 20 seconds if
that's what's called for."
So Metheny and Mays adjusted, and the result was one of
the best things about this otherwise muddled movie. The score
even yielded a popular single in
the Metheny/David Bowie collaboration "This Is Not America." It was a nice bonus, but not
at all what Metheny set out to
accomplish. The point of scoring, he says, is simply to serve
the dramatic needs of the picture. "I'm glad to be getting
the chance to do this," he says.

Sherlock
Without Gloss
Sherlock Holmes has always
seemed to carry a good deal of
excess baggage when he appeared on screen. It was a
screenwriter, not Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, who coined the
phrase "Elementary, my dear
Watson." And the old movies
starring Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce took enormous liberties: Watson was made into a
doddering blunderer, and the
plots were updated to pit
Holmes against more modern >menaces such as the Nazis. But ffit;;
this year, through the good ~
graces of PBS, television viewers ~
get to see the unvarnished Sher- ~
lock Holmes, when seven of the PBS's 'Holmes': True to form

Good Vs. Evil on 1V
Make way for the Battle of the Network
Sequels! Coming March 31 in head-to-head
competition for two big nights! In the NBC
corner, weighing in at 12 hours and wearing
the heavenly yellow glow, is "A.D ." In the
ABC corner, tipping the scales at a mere
four hours and barely covered by naughty
black, is "Lace II." "A.D." drops stars like
Susan Sarandon and Colleen Dewhurst into
the turgid struggle between nascent Christianity and decadent Rome. In "Lace II,"
the bitchy "orphan" (Phoebe Cates) who
found her mom (Deborah Raffin) in "Lace"
now looks for the rapist who is her dad. For
viewers, it's clearly a choice between good
and evil.
R.G.

EDUCATION
University president Jeffrey
R. Holland says the school's
twin purposes are inseparable.
"Nobody is willing to ask anymore, what is the real nature of
the university-is there a moral issue involved?" Holland
says. "Here, we expect everyone to be thinking and talking
in ways that always come back
to a strong ethical and moral
base." BYU's motto suggests
its intertwining of academics
and theology: "The glory of
God is intelligence." But academic inquiry and religious
training aren'talways compatible. "BYU is caught in a paradox," says English Prof. Eugene England. "It's trying to be
a university in the secular
tradition of Western culture.
And it's trying to be a churchsupported institution in the
medieval and classical tradition, with the specific religious
purpose of inculcating certain
ideas into its youth. There will
Homecoming queen 1983, Miss America 1985: Sharlene Wells (center) at Cougar Stadium
be constant conflict between
the two." And when the two clash, which
gives way? A university pamphlet issued
over President Holland's name provides a
clue. It lists four major educational goals:
general education is listed second, instruction in major fields third, research fourth .
hedaybeginsat6a.m., when the bell the 1983-84 Miss Teenage America, Laura Teaching students "the truths of the Gospel
tower on the upper campus peals out Baxter). But BYU is also, by its own de- ofJ esus Christ" is listed first.
the first four notes of a Mormon scription, "The Mormon University."
hymn, "Come, Come Ye Saints." (Late About 98 percent of its students are Morhe demarcation between BYU's aca~
sleepers have until 7:45, when the campus mons, members of the Church of Jesus
demic and religious goals is rarely
loud peaker system plays "The Star-Span- Christ of Latter-day Saints. They come to
that stark. Nevertheless, it's a fact:
gled Banner.") On a winter morning this the school's Provo, Utah, campus seeking religion comes first at BYU, and members
looks much like any other big campus- training in the ways ·of the church just as of the university community are expected to
27 ,000 students crisscrossing tidy paths and much as learning in the ways of the world. hew to the strict outlines pf Mormon life.
walkway on their way to class. But look
The most obvious signs of this are outward .
again. None of the men is bearded, and none
Everyone on campus must abide by a dress
of the women wears an above-the-knee
standard. Males may not have beards or
kirt. No one is sipping coffee as he walks
mustaches that droop below their lips. Fealong, or mo king a cigarette. Friends don't
males are encouraged to wear skirts "of
make loud plans to meet for a beer after
modest length." No one may wear shorts or
cla - there are only two bars in town, and
gym clothes as casual wear. Students and
few of the e students have ever been in one.
. faculty alike are required to sign a eode of
Good morning. Welcome to another day at
honor that demands abstention from alcoBrigham Young, the educational centerhol, tobacco, tea, coffee and premarital sex.
piece of the Mormon Church and the na"For us," says President Holland, "this is a
ti n' large t church- ponsored university.
matter of sexual morality, climate and
If BYU requires a second glance, that's
standards. It's part of our Christian combecause in many ways it is two schools. On
mitment and theology."
the one hand, it i an academic center, naThe school's standards may not seem to
tionally known for out tanding programs in
leave much room for a good time, yet BYU
organizational behavior, management, acstudents certainly don't lack for wholecounting and graphic arts. Research in
some entertainments. "Creative dating,"
computer and energy con ervation adds to
as it is known on campus, is a popular
BYU lu ter. So doe the pre ence of two
pastime-dressing up in tuxedos and evegenuine American icon : the Cougar , a
ning gowns for dinner at McDonald's, say,
perennially winning football team that was
or having a barbecue party at the Pioneer
voted the 1984 national championship, and
Twin or the Timp driv@-ins. Sports are
the 1985 Mi America, junior Sharlene
followed passionately. The 22, 700-seat
Well (forgoodmea ure the choolal ahas They're No. 1: Passer Robbie Bosco
Marriott Center is regularly packed for

God and Man at BYU
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A university ranks clean living with education.
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basketball games, and the 65,000-seat stadium was sold out for every game last fall
as the Cougars, led by Robbie Bosco, one
more in a seemingly unending line of fine
quarterbacks, swept to a perfect season.
The school's lavish recreational facilities
include racquetball courts, swimming
pools, a 20-lane bowling alley and three
ballrooms for weekly dances. National
Public Radio and the Public Broadcasting
System both have studios on the campus.

J

any students have families to
spend time with; marriage and
child rearing are considered sacred duties by the church, and more than a
quarter of the student body is married. Couples strolling with small children are familiar campus sights. And behind closed doors,
suggests one junior, the code isn't set in
stone: "I think the rules are more often
broken than not. There's a lot of sex that's
not talked about, as well as drugs and drinking." Says Peggy Fletcher, editor of the
alternative Mormon magazine Sunstone,
"There's a laxity about enforcing certain
things because they don't want widespread
expulsions. It's not good for the school's
reputation." About 40 students were kicked
out for honor-code violations last year.
Officials may or may not wink at minor
violations of the code within the university's
walls. But they are clearly and publicly
assiduous in keeping certain outside influences at bay. President Holland has made it
clear that "things that in any way strike at
the heart of the church" are not welcome on
the BYU campus. Culture Club records
have been barred from the school bookstore
because "we had students who wanted to
dress up like Boy George. At that point we
had to take a position." Politicians George
McGovern and Shirley Chisholm were denied permission to speak; anti-ERA leader
Phyllis Schlafly cleared a screening committee with no problems. According to university spokesman Paul Richards, neither
"R-rated movies nor rock groups which use
obscene gestures, advocate Satanism or
have inappropriate lyrics" are allowed on
campus. Earth, Wind and Fire was deemed
unfit to perform on campus by the Concerts
Committee; John Denver and The Captain
& Tenille were granted permission. "Every
university has to make choices," says Holland, "choices stemming from the purpose
and mission of the university. We cannot be
all things to all people. I think any university has to be responsive to its board of trustees" -in this case, 10 high officials of the
Mormon Church.
Outside the shadowy world of the BYU
underground, a group of devout Mormon
students and faculty who quietly press for
~ change from within, few members of the
BYU community question the school's
tight control. Says 1984 graduate Kelly
Smith, "I would love to hear outside opinions, but I can see why the school doesn't

M
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are the first faint signs of
change. The priesthood was
opened to blacks in 1979, although it is still closed to women. (In the 1983-84 school year,
,there were 36 black students on
campus, 12 of whom were athletes.) BYU is not the place to
study religions, other than
Mormonism, or the social sciences, and a philosophy major
was added only in 1972. But
there is slightly more leeway in
class to discuss touchy topics
such as evolution-and a perception that honest disagreement with church doctrine is
slightly less likely to be viewed
as heresy. "One of my friends
was complaining to me about
10 years ago that the student
body was changing," Professor
Jeffery says. "Whereas they
used to be so full of faith and
belief, now they were giving
him a pretty hard time in the
classroom. I have to say I was
Family affair: A new graduate with wife and children
pleased by his misery."
It's unlikely, however, that
allow it. By allowing someone to speak, they BYU will ever boast the full and free exfeel that they are promoting that person's change of ideas that is fundamental to a
view or agreeing with it." Zoology Prof. large secular university-at least as long as
Duane Jeffery admits that "there are not the the Mormon Church runs the show, and
wide ranges of diversity here you find at continues to prize piety over inquiry. Morother schools, and that reduces the level of monism is a young religion, Jeffery points
intellectual exchange." Says President Hol- out, and its followers have known perseculand: "We draw the line at advocacy. No- tion for their beliefs. "There is certainly still
body would be free on this campus to march a feeling of us versus them," he says. "There
up and down the quad with a placard advo- is still the siege mentality." As long as that's
cating abortion. That simply would not be so, the school will remain for its Mormon
part of the statement BYU wants to make, constituency what it is: a bastion of faith in
an often faithless world.
internally or externally."
On the BYU campus, though, and in the
BILL BAROL with CYNTHIA I. PIGOTT
in Provo, Utah
larger world of the Mormon Church, there

Pizza party: Laura Baxter, 1983-84 Miss Teenage America (left), and fellow BYU students

JESSE JACKSON •

UPDATE

To Change the Direction ofthe Country
The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson doesn't easily
slow down. Since the November election, he
has incorporated his Rainbow Coalition,
now based in Washington, D. C, and splits
his time between fund raising (he has nearly
retired his campaign debt) and continuing
his drive for ''jobs, peace andjustice" at home
and abroad. Boston bureau chief Sylvester
Monroe recently talked to Jackson for
N E WSWEEK ON CAMPUS about his campaign, the future of the Rainbow Coalition
and the current mood on campus:
MONROE: What was the significance of
your candidacy for the Democratic presidential nomination?
JACKSON: This is in many ways a macho
generation. Reagan has tapped the selfishness in America as opposed to the selflessness in America. The contrast is Kennedy,
who sent a generation to the Peace Corps to
project a new image and inspired a generation to be involved in fighting for equal
protection under the law. Reagan caused a
generation to withdraw from helping Third
World nations-in fact, to militarily intervene in the Third World-and to drape
themselves in the flag in great selfishness
with no sense of conscious obligation to
other people. So the young, upward-what
do you call them?

the Democratic Party, we are a challenge to
the direction of the country because we
cannot just be caught in between, either
religiously bound to one party or caught in
the middle of both of them. That must be
our ultimate contribution-to change the
direction of the country. Our becoming
more isolated in our foreign policy must be
changed. Using military intervention over
aggressive diplomacy must be c~anged.
Right now with the drought in Africa, we
have a marvelous opportunity to make an
impact upon Africa with food and agricultural techniques. That's the strength of our
system, its capacity to produce.
Q. You've talked a lot about the campaign
being an education for a lot of people, including yourself. What about ihat aspect?

Q. What happens to the Rainbow Coalition now?
A. We did very well. We won in 61 con- •
gressional districts in the primaries, and
nationwide, wegot3 .5million votes. Weare
now targeting certain congressional districts and senatorial races for '86. At the
appropriate time, we will start back up on
our drive for voter registration. Also, we
will be a big part of the budget debates.
We're determined not to allow these cuts to ~
come on the backs of the poor and the near
poor. Internationally, we shall keep fighting
to stop the testing and deployment of these
missiles and try to open up lines of commu- ;,nication with the credibility that we have
built in the Third World. That's why we are
being asked by Jerusalem Mayor Teddy
Kolleck for help. That's why we are being "
asked by the families to try to intercede to
get their relatives out of Beirut.
Q. What about Operation PUSH?
A. I am still its president on leave. Right

now I'm basically a consultant, helping
with program and fund development, and
its primary spokesman at the regular Saturday-morning meeting. PUSH is focusing a
lot on civil-rights enforcement ... It will be
challenging reapportionment lines. It will
be putting a lot of pressure on private corporations that depend heavily upon black consumers and yet are not reciprocal.

Q. Yuppies, young urban professionals . ..
A. Yeah, young urban professionals by

and large assumed no responsibility of lifting up the downtrodden. The strongest defense of a country is how it is responded to
by the masses of the world, which are havenot people. You measure the character of a
generation by its willingness to share and to
serve, not by its capacity to consume. The
Yuppies are a generation of people who
think a lot, but who feel. very little. It's
important to have passion in leadership because people who feel, think. But people
oftentimes think and divorce themselves
from their feelings. I challenged that. My
campaign helped to guide a generation of
youth in a new direction.
Q. What impact has your campaign had
on American politics?
A. Well, there's a whole body oflndians,
Hispanics, Asians, blacks and women who
felt that they did not count but who know
that collectively they do count. Some identify with the Rainbow as a spiritual proposition where common interests converge.
Some identify with it as a combination of
color of people coming together. And some
ee it politically as a progressive school of
thought. I a ume that the Democratic Party will have to expand to accommodate the
number of new voters that we've registered.
But more important than the challenge to

Q. How do you see the campus mood?
A. Reagan has cast a beam of moral dark-

ness over the nation's campuses. He has
convinced a generation of youth of a brand
of Americanism that translates into isolationism. He refused to support the equalrights amendment for women, one-half of
our nation. And there is too little resistance •
in the face of that because selfishness is so
much more comfortable than selflessness.
Jackson: 'Moral darkness on the campus'
A. There are blacks and Hispanics who
never had access close up to a campaign.
Personally, I never had to organize the logistics for a campaign flight, to handle the
Secret Service and the national press, or to
prepare for presidential debates. Politically,
one impact of our campaign was to get Geraldine Ferraro on the ticket. There was the
feeling that one of the ways to stop the wildcard role of the Rainbow was to try to sew
up the convention before it started. It was
felt that if the Rainbow was out there as a
wild card, and a convention 50 percent female was aroused, as we had aroused women during the campaign, then the convention's outcome would have been less
predictable. So the Rainbow thrust made it
feasible to put a woman on the ticket.

Q. Do you see selfishness in this genera- •
tion of youth?
A. Particularly the Yuppie generation,
because it tends to measure character by
what it has acquired, not by what it has
shared. But this generation is almost like a
dual generation because there's one dimension that's more selfish, more affluent, but
there's another element of the same generation that is in the best tradition of sacrifice,
service and struggle. After all, while the
Yuppies are looking for executive offices,
there are other young people who are volunteering their bodies in the armed services to
defend this country, who are in fact willing
to feed the hungry and to resist intervention .a
in Central America. So we certainly should
not stereotype all youth because the Yuppies have received perhaps more attention
than they have earned.

A•OIOF
CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY
STARTED OUT AS
SECOND LIEUTENANTS.
How can you get the experience you
need to succeed in business?
These top executives started out as Army
officers. Right out of college, they were given
the kind of responsibility most people in civil-ian life work years for.
If you begin your future as an Army
officer, you could further your career plans.
How do you become an Army officer? A
great way to get the training you need is Army
ROTC.
This is a college program that will teach
you leadership and management skills, and

train you to handle real challenges.
If you want to prepare for a promising
future in business, begin your future as an Army
officer, with Army ROTC. You too might wind
up a captain of industry!
For more information, contact the
Professor of Military Science on your campus,
see the reader service card in this magazine, or
write: Army ROTC, Dept.VE, P.O. Box 9000,
Clifton, N.]. 07015.

ARMYROTC. ·.
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•
Rawleigh Warner, Jr., Chairman, Mobil Corp.

Walter F. Williams, President & Chief
Operating Officer Bethlehem Steel Corp.

Earl G. Graves, Editor & Publisher
Black Enterprise Magazine

John G . Breen, Chairman, President & CEO
Sherwin-Williams Company
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HEALTH

Phy~Ed.ShapesUp
Students discover good health and 'wellness' courses.

classes, and we have yoga classes that teach
relaxation technique." The school is also
considering adding a corporate-fitness spe-1
cialty within its P.E. major, a nod to the 50
percent of SMU phys.-ed. majors who plan
to take their training to the business world.
Phys.-ed. requirements were dropped at
many colleges during the do-your-ownthing '60s and '70s. Now those programs
are often voluntary, creating what is in effeet a buyers' market, and P.E. departments
are trying to tempt participants with a wide
range of activities. About one-fourth of
the student body at Drake University in
Iowa, for instance, takes classes in everything from swimming to bowling to tae
kwon do. Drake also hopes to add a wellness
course, says P.E. Prof. Raymond Pugh, ~
"som_e. th1._ng-~
th-at~
would take a look -a t- the

ood health ha not been a subject you'll feel better and think better, too."
of traditional concern for college
To take advantage of the new collegiate
tudents. For generations these health consciousness, many schools are rewere people who lept either too much or tailoring their phys.-ed. offerings. Boring,
too little, exercised mainly by trudging to repetitive calisthenics are being banished
the cigarette machine in the middle of the in favor of training for "wellness," a lifenight, ate pure junk most of the time and long regimen of regular exercise and good
then lied about it to their mothers. If you nutrition. At California's Pepperdine (site
had asked yesterday's students about exer- of the annual "Battle of the Network
cise, many might have responded like Clay Stars"), every student is required to take
McNear, a 1984 graduate of Southern P .E. 100, Aerobics and Lifetime Fitness.
Methodi t who waited until his last semes- "We do have some students who think
ter to fulfill his physical-education require- they are going to get beautiful women in
ment: "I hate P.E. I put it
~··
off, and I put it off because
I didn't want to take it.
Why take something you're
]
never going to use again?"
Why? Wake up and smell
the decaffeinated coffee,
-.:::
Clay. This is the '80s, and
sloth isn t cool anymore.
Good health is cool,
and fitness facilities are
~ ...
mobbed-even on college
. :..i!.
campuses, where students
are finally learning some
healthy habit . At Boston University, where it's
tough to get tudents together for any reason, athletic director John Simpson
:~:~·
reports that the weight
~
room is 'jampacked" every
day from 8 in the morning
to IO at night. Just up the
~
ubway's Green Line at
f3
Boston College, 1,500 tu15ff:
dent and faculty u e the
ii
athletic-recreation building
Hot spot on campus: The Boston University weight room, jammed every day from morning until night
every day. And at Cal Poly
in San Luis Obispo, Jim Railey, head of leotards doing gyrations to music," says total 'you'-w~at you eat, what you drink,
phy ical education, calls his campus "fit- George S. Poole, director of physical edu- if you put tobacco into your system."
ne crazed. You can get run over by cation. Instead, they get tested at the HuOne of the pioneers in the wellness movejogger any time of the day or night. Our man Performance Lab. Technicians give a ment was Pennsylvania's Bryn Mawr. Initibattery of examinations, including skin- ated in 1982, Bryn Mawr's program has
racquetball court are busy until 4 a.m."
According to a NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS fold and blood-pressure tests and measure- three parts. The first is exercise-one gym
Poll almo t 80 percent of college students men ts of body fat to lean body mass. There course picked from a battery of aerobically
now make a pecial effort to exercise every are lectures, and a written midterm and oriented activities, plus a "personal-fitness
week: running i by far the most popular final. ("We've thought about maybe schedule," which provides a sampling of
a tivity, followed by weight training, walk- changing the name of the course," Poole different drills. The second component is
ing and wimming. Half of tho e who don't says.) Three exercise classes are also re- nutrition-offering students a computerexerci e regularly plan to tart working out quired, although the university does its ized diet analysis at the start of the term
in the ne t year. Only 26 percent of college best to make them palatable: scuba, sailing, and, in tandem with a nutritionist, designtudent
moke cigarettes-significantly golf and surfing all qualify.
ing balanced menus. Finally, the school's
health service participates when neceslow r than the national average of 38 pert SMU, says P.E. chairman Peter sary-counseling students with stress, dint- and 7 out of 10 tudent who smoke
Gifford, the emphasis has switched etary problems or serious disorders. A rewant to quit. Student hav come to realto individual sports or activities that ferral to the health service, though, is a
iz that "y u can t ju t concentrate on
your mind and l t your body fall apart ' graduates can practice forever . "Ten years last resort. "We have really emphasized
a Ste e Cooper a enior architecture agowehadalotofteamsports;nowwehave self-responsibility,"says'coordinatorLeigh
major at the Uni er ity of Te a . 'If you re three or four aerobics classes which didn't Donato. "I don't want to be the reason Jane
phy i all fit and you ha e a good diet, exi t,' Gifford ays.' We have more jogging Doe loses weight, because I won't be work-
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ON 123 GREAT MAGAZINES
AT EDUCATIONAL RATES!
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DV

12 iss $14.95
reg $22

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
AMERICAN FILM
Mystery Magazine 1 yr $12.97
AF

AK

9 iss $11.97

BASKETBALL
DIGEST

reg $20

BK

1 yr $10

CF

1 yr $11.99
reg $16.98

CAR CRAFT

BH

AP

BOARDROOM RPTS.
12 iss $14.97
reg $24 .50

9 iss $8
reg $11.25

CH

1 yr $9.97
reg $11.95

THIS ORDER CARD. NO STAMP NEEDED!

1 yr $11.95

CJ

8 iss $8.97

DR

1 yr $12

FLYING

FD

FH

1 yr $9
reg $18

INSTRUCTOR

IS

MONEY MAKER•

MM

NEW YORK
1 yr $19.98
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PENTHOUSE*
1 yr $30

FORBES*•

12 iss $9
reg $12

RC
SD

VIDEO REVIEW

SPORT
1 yr $8.97
reg $12

PC

VR

WEIGHT
WATCHERS
12 iss $11.97

1 yr $5.97
reg $11.94

RT

9 iss $4.50
reg $9

SP

1 yr $4.99
reg $9.98

6 iss $9.97
reg $12

Special rates are subject to change and good in U.S.A.
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CHILDREN'S
PLAYMATE
CT 1 yr $9.97

12 iss $6.97
reg $13.94

10 iss $7.97
reg $9.96

BS

BOY'S LIFE
13 iss $9.96
reg $11.70

BL

CHRISTIAN HERALD

CM

1 yr $12.97
reg $15.97

LE

OG
PL

XH

NL
OL

POPULAR
PHOTOGRAPHY

12 iss $7.80
reg $12

7 iss $4.99
reg $9.98

TN

1 yr $14.95
reg $24

PR

WORLD PRESS
REVIEW

SG

AW

. .

•Only for new subscriptions.

12 iss $6.97
reg $13.94

NS
PA

RA

VIDEO
1 yr$9

VT

WO

SN

THE PROGRESSIVE

TC 1 yr $18.50
reg $23.50

WRITER'S DIGEST
9 iss $9.97
reg $15.75

MO

SKIN DIVER

VEGETARIAN
TIMES
12 iss $17.77

10

RADIO
ELECTRONICS
1 yr $12.97

THEATRE CRAFTS

VF

GO

PARENTS

SKIING

SK

9 iss $9.97
reg $1 0.97

OT 1 yr $11 .95
reg $18

PREVENTION
1 yr $12.97
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reg $13.97

1 yr $19.95
reg $29.95

NEW SHELTER
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VANITY FAIR

1 yr $11.98

MP
NR

12 iss $12
reg $18

TENNIS

WN

MONEY

NEW REPUBLIC*
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UM
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PHOTOGRAPHY
1 yr $6.99

1 yr $7.97
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1 yr $6.98
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WORKING
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* Payment must be sent with order.
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GA 1 yr $8.97
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on newsstand $18

SKI
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FE
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SEA MAGAZINE
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reg $6.97

ORGANIC GARDENING
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CYCLE
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reg $12
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FREEBIES
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1 yr $18.50
reg $22
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STEREO REVIEW

AT

BOATING
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reg $19.98

8 iss $5.33
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AUDIO
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reg $9.95
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9 iss $9.97
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ANALOG SCIENCE
FICTION

BICYCLING
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reg $12 .94

AMERICAN
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NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS POLL: GOOD HEALTH IS IN

ing with her after the end of the semester."
The wellness program is secure at Bryn
Mawr (the school picked up funding this
year after a three-year foundation grant ran
out) if it's not yet flourishing. Only a tiny
fraction of the college's students choose the
rigorous wellness option over routine phys.
ed. -60 last year versus more than 1,600.
That's why the administrators' next goal is
expansion. Donato and P.E. director Jenepher Shillingford want to make the program mandatory for all freshmen starting
next fall. They are also planning an East
Coast wellness conference in the summer of
1986 to spread the word. Even these champions of wellness allow, though, that the
most crucial changes-in attitude as well as
in habit-are often the hardest to achieve.
"Sometimes we hit brick walls," Donato
sighs. Those students who persevere, however, cite several rewards. Bryn Mawr sophomore Katie Steinmetz enrolled last year to
help manage stress and improve her lacrosse game. She achieved both-and more.
"Now I realize that fitness is something you
do for yourself," Steinmetz says. "Before,
fitness was something I had to do. Now it's
something I want to do."
BILL BAROL with SHARON WAXMAN
in Bryn Mawr, Pa., MARK MILLER in Dallas,
MEREDITH WOODWARD in Des Moines, Iowa,
and bureau reports

Cliffs Notes are available at fine
bookstores everywhere, including:
34

Although few college students claim to be in excellent shape, many say they're making a strong effort to get that way.
And a surprise: a majority think that students should be required to take college-level physical-education classes.
Aside from walking to class or similar necessities, do you
do anything regularly, that is, on a weekly basis, that
helps you keep physically fit?

Yes

78%

No

34%
22%
19%
18%
14%
14%
12%
12%
11%

If you do not exercise regularly, what's the reason?

Not enough time
Don't feel I need it
Takes too much effort
Inconvenient

Excellent
Fair

27%
10%

Good
Poor

62%
1%

22%

If you exercise regularly, what kind of exercise do you do?

Jog or run
Work out with weights or
equipment at home or dorm
Walk
Swim
Aerobics
Calisthenics/ exercise
A racquet sport
Baseball/basketball/football
Bicycling

Over all, how would you rate your physical health?

53%
20%
19%
3%

How would you rate the physical shape/condition you
are in?

Excellent
Fair

20%
19%

Good
Poor

60%
1%

Are you currently on any type of diet?

Yes

28%

No

72%

:~

Have you smoked any cigarettes in the past week?

Yes

26%

No

74%

Do you think that physical-education courses of some
kind, or regular exercise classes, should be required of
college students for at least one year, two years, four
years, or don't you think they should be required at all?

Four years
One year

8%
30%

Two years
Not at all

14%
45%

~

"

~
~

z
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For this NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS Poll, The Gallup Organization conducted 506 personal interviews with full-time college students on 100
campuses nationwide during the period Sept. 4 to 21 , 1984. The margin of error is plus or minus 6 points. Percentag es may not add up
to 100 because " don't know" responses are eliminated, and may add up to more than 100 when multiple responses are permitted.
(The N EWSWEEK ON CAMPUS Poll, © 1985 by NEWSWEEK, Inc.)
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
ALAN ROTHSTEIN

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Earn good money this summer.
Send S.A.S.E. , Alaskan Opportunities, P.O. Box 3468, Eugene,
OR 97403. Free Information .

•

FREE PROMOTIONAL
Albums, concert tickets, stereos ,
etc. are available. Information :
Barry Publications , 477 82nd
Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11209

s s

I

F I E D

OCCULT SUPPLIES
Incense, oils , books , tapes , rituals , crystals , tarot. Catalog
$2.00. Coven Gardens , Post
Office Box 1064 (N) , Boulder,
Colorado 80306

"CASH FOR COLLEGE ." New
Directory describes 400 loan ,
grant , scholarship opportunities-plus all government programs . $4.95 . UNIFUNDS Box
19749-CF, Indianapolis, IN 46219

MEET FRIENDS NEARBY OR
WORLDWIDE-For hobbies ,
sports, vacations .... Write Electronic Exchange, Box 68-N6 ,
Manhattan Beach , CA 90266.

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
. . . ALL OCCUPATIONS! Complete information plus Worldwide
Directory-$3 . 00. Opportunities, Box 19107-VX, Washington , DC 20036

MOVIE POSTERS
Photographs , posters , much
more! Authentic movie advertising material. Huge selectionFAST SERVICE! Current catalogue $2 .00 (refundable): Cinema City, P.O. Box 1012, Dept. N,
Muskegon , MICH 49443 (616)
722-7760.

BLOOM COUNTY T-SHIRTS
Bill the Cat, Opus, Post-Election ,
Penguin Lust , Bloom County
group composit. Both books ,
stuffed Opus dolls . All T-shirts
$9 .95 plus $1.50 per item
postage and handling. Order
from LIN-TEX/ NWC, 5546 Hwy.
290 W. , #301, Austin, TX 78735.
(512) 892-4870. Free Brochure,
send S.A.S.E.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
Jeeps $60 .00; Typewriters
$4.00. Boats, guns, cars-all at
a fraction of their cost, through
the U.S . Government. Report
tells you how and where to buy it.
Send $5.00 to Cosmos International Ltd . 3766 NW W. Devon ,
Lincolnwood , IL 60659.

ATT: BEER LOVERS!
Your life is meaningless without
"The Complete Book of Beer
Drinking Games. " 50 games ,
hilarious essays , much more. A
party necessity! Check bookstores, or send 5.95 to Mustang ,
4651 Yale Station, New Haven ,
CT 06520.

GO KENYA/BIG MONEY
Searching for campus and
wholesale representatives
throughout the U.S. We import
jewelry, crafts and accessories
from Kenya. If you 're interested
in clever marketing , and big
money earnings at your own time
availability, send us a brief
resume . The Nicholance Corporation , P.O. Box 799 , Hanover,
NH 03755 & 9068 Broadway,
Oakland , CA 94611 (415)
420-9855. Or call our Main Office
(802) 295-6410.
WITCHCRAFT Speakers, Contacts , Courses , Reliable Information. Gavin and Yvonne , Box
1502-N, Newbern , NC 28560

DON'T GO TO EUROPE
without "Europe : Where the Fun
Is !" No hotels, no museumsjust great bars , nightclubs, cafes ,
etc . Anything and everything
that 's FUN overseas! Check
bookstores , or send $7 .95 to
Mustang , 4651 Yale Station, New
Haven, CT 06520.
"FLY FOR FREE"
or 50% off. Send SASE with 37¢
postage to Sandman Express ,
5757 West Century Blvd ., Suite
800 , Los Angeles, Calif. 90045 or
call (213) 215-3537 (213)
215-1953, 24 hrs.
NATIONAL USERS GROUP:
Sanyo, All MS-DOS Computers.
Newsletter, Inexpensive Software . S.A.S.E. to S.N.U.G. PO
Box 3445 , Moscow, Idaho
83843.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Available to undergraduates
regardless of GPA or family
income . Five sources guaranteed or your money back. We
have a 96% success rate . Send
$29.95 for dataform to : Universal
Enterprises, P.O. Box 5183 ,
Lafayette, IN 47903.

WANTED
•

CLASSIFIED PERSONAL ADVERTISING
Reach over 3 million college students through the
Newsweek On Campus Classified Advertising Section.
Special Rates for College Students.

For more information write:

Newsweek On Campus Classified Advertising Rates
444 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022
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MY TURN

The Suicide-Pill Option
By JASON SALZMAN
rown University students overwhelmingly passed a referendum on
our student-council election ballot
last fall asking our infirmary "to stockpile
suicide pills for optional use by students
only after a nuclear war." I call on college
students across the country to put the same
measure up for a vote at their schools.
Although Brown officials refused to
stockpile the suicide pills, the referendum
was in no way a failure. Most students voted
for it as a symbol anyway. Although the
original intent of the organizers was literal,
the referendum does not have to be viewed
that way. And the absurdity of requesting
suicide pills fades away when one thinks
about the consequences of a nuclear war
and the way we deal with the thought of
nuclear war in general.
I get four types of reactions when I
propose that students adopt a suicide-pill
referendum: (1) It's nothing but a crazy
joke. (2) It's an offensive idea that does more
harm than good. (3) It's worth supporting.
(4) What it says is irrelevant; it's not worth
the time to listen to the idea.
Students who think that the suicide-pill
proposal is a joke are easily dealt with. They
discover that I'm serious and ask something
about the logistics of the program, such as
where the pills would be guarded or distributed. For people who have not thought
about it, just verbalizing the idea of suicide
after a nuclear war is important. The prospect makes them understand a little bit
more about what nuclear war means. This
educational value alone makes the suicidepill proposal worthwhile.

B

nother group of students either find
the plan personally offensive or a
poor way to show concern. First,
they argue that it is defeatist; it encourages
people to accept nuclear war as suicide so
that they will do nothing to prevent it. But I
think that the first step in preventing nuclear war is to make people realize, as much as
i humanly possible, what it means.
Some tudents also say that suicide is too
erious a subject to use in this way. I argue
that this belief shows how good the approach is. People should be just as upset by
the pro pect of nuclear war as by the prospect of uicide. How better to show the
degree of de truction that a nuclear war

A

would inflict than to point out how it would
affect our most sacred value, our value of
life itself? Suicide, like life, would take on a
whole new meaning. Our "never give up,
never cop out" ethic would be meaningless
after a nuclear war. If a nuclear war occurs,
we will be robbed of our humanity. All this
is hard to imagine because the destructive
power of nuclear war is unimaginable. But
we must try to face it.
Some students also ask what would happen if there were a limited nuclear war.
Although I believe limited nuclear war is
like limited pregnancy or limited death, I
respond that the suicide pills would be optional and that a student could make up his
or her mind when the time comes.

It is an important
symbol: it shows
our concern about
nuclear war; it
shows we are scared.
Students needn't agree with all the possible justifications to accept the suicide-pill
option. Most people don't.
Some people support it for the same reasons that they support the freeze-as an
important symbol. It shows their concern
about the problems of nuclear war and disarmament. It shows that we are scared.
The suicide option emphasizes people's
belief that surviving nuclear war is a dangerous illusion. If it is believed that a nuclear
war will be won by the side with the most
survivors or by the side which can rebuild
the fastest, then waging a nuclear war becomes a realistic, not theoretical, idea. Opting for suicide pills would debunk the "nuclear winners" hypothesis.
Similarly, nuclear war is often associated
with words such as "victory," "survival,"
and "recovery." The suicide-pill program
links more appropriate words to nuclear
war such as "death" and "suicide."
On an even more theoretical level, the
suicide-pill program is a logical way to stabilize the arms race. It would demonstrate
to the Soviet Union that people in the Unit-

ed States are absolutely serious about preventing nuclear war. By denying the instinctive desire for life after nuclear war, we
would be making the strongest possible
statement for peace and disarmament.
erhaps one of the best reasons is also
the most simple: life after nuclear
war, if possible, would be undesirable. As the phrase goes, "the-living will envy
the dead."
Students also support the suicide-pill option because it is a good response to the
government's civil-defense programs. The
emergency-evacuation plan, a scheme designed to move people from the cities to the
farms before the bombs start falling (in other
words, "back to the garden"), and the "inplace option," hiding from nuclear war in
the basements of buildings around campus,
are both absurd projects that our government expends too much energy on. The
number and destructive power of Soviet
nuclear missiles make any shelter plan useless. Civil defense i~ a prenuclear-age concept that cannot be transplanted into the
nuclear age.
Now, about those students who will not
even listen to the idea. Sometimes I try to
catch their attention by asking them, "Do
you think you can survive a nuclear war?"
Students have replied with something like
this, "If I can make it through college I can
survive anything." Although clearly spoken in jest, this response illustrates an unspoken mind- et. Asked about survival, the
first thing these students think about is college. In many ways this is understandable.
It is hard to realize that political problems,
including the threat of nuclear weapons,
can be almost as immediate as what's right
in front of us. It is easy to forget that the
bombs could start falling from the sky before your next exam starts.
Because of the suicide-pill referendum,
Brown students have engaged in intense
debate about the complex moral, political
and philosophical questions that are bound
up with the arms race. By sponsoring a
similar referendum at your college, you can
ignite important discussion in this terribly
apathetic age.

P

Jason Salzman is a junior at Brown and
founder of Students for Suicide Tablets.

